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Abstract
Designing a system of multiple, heterogeneous agents that cooperate to achieve a common
goal is a difficult task, but it is also a common real-world problem. Multiagent learning
addresses this problem by training the team to cooperate through a learning algorithm.
However, most traditional approaches treat multiagent learning as a combination of multiple
single-agent learning problems. This perspective leads to many inefficiencies in learning such
as the problem of reinvention, whereby fundamental skills and policies that all agents should
possess must be rediscovered independently for each team member. For example, in soccer,
all the players know how to pass and kick the ball, but a traditional algorithm has no way
to share such vital information because it has no way to relate the policies of agents to each
other.
In this dissertation a new approach to multiagent learning that seeks to address these
issues is presented. This approach, called multiagent HyperNEAT, represents teams as a
pattern of policies rather than individual agents. The main idea is that an agent’s location
within a canonical team layout (such as a soccer team at the start of a game) tends to dictate
its role within that team, called the policy geometry. For example, as soccer positions move
from goal to center they become more offensive and less defensive, a concept that is compactly
represented as a pattern.
iii
The first major contribution of this dissertation is a new method for evolving neural
network controllers called HyperNEAT, which forms the foundation of the second contribu-
tion and primary focus of this work, multiagent HyperNEAT. Multiagent learning in this
dissertation is investigated in predator-prey, room-clearing, and patrol domains, providing
a real-world context for the approach. Interestingly, because the teams in multiagent Hy-
perNEAT are represented as patterns they can scale up to an infinite number of multiagent
policies that can be sampled from the policy geometry as needed. Thus the third contri-
bution is a method for teams trained with multiagent HyperNEAT to dynamically scale
their size without further learning. Fourth, the capabilities to both learn and scale in mul-
tiagent HyperNEAT are compared to the traditional multiagent SARSA(λ) approach in a
comprehensive study. The fifth contribution is a method for efficiently learning and encod-
ing multiple policies for each agent on a team to facilitate learning in multi-task domains.
Finally, because there is significant interest in practical applications of multiagent learning,
multiagent HyperNEAT is tested in a real-world military patrolling application with actual
Khepera III robots. The ultimate goal is to provide a new perspective on multiagent learn-
ing and to demonstrate the practical benefits of training heterogeneous, scalable multiagent
teams through generative encoding.
iv
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
While there are many problems that can be solved with a single agent, many others are either
too difficult or too time consuming to be solved by one individual [SSS01, RW03, Tan97].
This problem is the focus of the field of cooperative multiagent learning, in which teams of
agents are trained to perform tasks with a common goal. Currently, existing approaches such
as cooperative coevolutionary algorithms (CCEAs; [PL05, PWL03, PDG95, PMS01, FP00])
and multiagent reinforcement learning (MARL; [HW98, CB98, SH02, BV02]) generally treat
the multiagent problem as many single-agent learning problems that consider the states of
other agents. This dissertation introduces the novel approach of representing and training
teams based on discovering how their roles relate to each other
The problem of deciding who on a team should perform which tasks (i.e. role allocation)
is complex and well studied [CW10]. However, an important observation of real-life teams
is that the behaviors and policies of team members tend to be dictated by their canonical
position within the team (e.g. at the start of a sporting match). The result is that the
policies of agents on a team are often conceptually distributed in a spatial pattern according
to their positions. In other words, the team has a policy geometry that dictates how each
member should behave based on their location within the team. For example, in a soccer
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Figure 1.1: Role as a Function of Geometry. In the depicted soccer team, the defensive to
offensive dimension of variation spans from left to right. The question marks represent a
hypothetical new line of players, whose roles can be inferred from their positions. The main
conclusion is that policies are distributed in a pattern in space.
(i.e. football) team (figure 1.1), the positions closest to the goal are defensive and become
incrementally more offensive the farther they are from the goal. Also importantly, even
as policies vary across space, agents tend to share common skills; in the soccer example,
all players know how to pass and kick. Thus, rather than learning the policies of individual
agents, an intriguing possibility for multiagent learning is to learn how the pattern of policies
relates to the geometry of the team and derive the policies of individual agents based on
that relationship.
To see the benefits of this perspective, consider that in traditional approaches, the com-
plexity of the multiagent learning problem increases with the size of the team because the
number of possible states grows with the number of agents, which limits the size of teams
that can be trained [BBS08, PL05]. However, representing multiagent teams as a pattern
of policies rather than as individual agents eliminates this problem because all that needs
to be learned and represented is the pattern. Even more interesting is that such a pattern
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effectively represents up to an infinite number of multiagent policies that can be sampled
from the policy geometry as needed; thus multiagent teams represented in this way have no
a priori bound on their team size.
While homogeneous and heterogeneous learning are usually separated conceptually in
discussions of multiagent learning [WKF09, PL05, SV00], another important insight is that
heterogeneity can alternatively be viewed as a continuum that begins at pure homogeneity
and ends at radical differentiation. For example, in this view, it is possible for a team
to be nearly homogeneous but not completely. In such a team, to a large extent, many
skills and behaviors are shared among agents on the team even though individuals possess
their own unique tendencies, suggesting the possibility to avoid redundantly discovering and
representing common skills. Such intermediate configurations between pure homogeneity
and extreme heterogeneity are common in human teams. For example, in soccer, players
share many fundamental abilities, from low-level universal human capacities such as visual
recognition to high-level skills such as passing and dribbling the ball. In fact, it is difficult to
think of a kind of team that is purely heterogeneous (i.e. no team members share any traits
or skills whatsoever).
This view of heterogeneity as extending from pure homogeneity exposes a potential prob-
lem with approaches that treat heterogeneous agents as separately learned entities. This
problem of reinvention is that many of the shared skills that often should dominate the
policies of every agent in fact must be reinvented separately for each agent. Thus a more
principled approach should be able to represent the commonalities as a regularity that only
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needs to be discovered and encoded once. The approach in this dissertation shows how such
team encoding is possible through learning policy geometry. Interestingly, once regularities
can be encoded, it becomes possible to scale heterogeneous teams by interpolating new poli-
cies based on encoded regularities. In this way, the idea of a continuum of heterogeneity
facilitates not only learning but scaling.
Thus this dissertation introduces a method that both addresses the problem of reinvention
and provides a way to overcome the computational obstacles to scaling the size of multia-
gent teams by representing them as patterns of polices rather than as individual agents. To
implement this idea, the dissertation first introduces hypercube-based neuroevolution of aug-
menting topologies (HyperNEAT), an approach to evolving artificial neural networks (ANNs)
that was co-invented by myself, Jason Gauci, and Kenneth Stanley and has demonstrated
success in single-agent control and in encoding scalable neural networks [SDG09]. Hyper-
NEAT is then extended to encode patterns of ANNs distributed across space with a single
genome. The spatial distribution of ANNs matches with the locations of agents on the team,
thereby allowing HyperNEAT to learn a pattern of policies (i.e. the policy geometry), all
generated from the same genome. In this way, HyperNEAT can reuse critical information
to conquer the problem of reinvention. This new method is called multiagent HyperNEAT.
Additionally, because teams are represented as patterns and not single agents, multiagent
HyperNEAT can derive the policies of previously non-existent agents, allowing teams to scale
in size without further learning, a novel and powerful capability.
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1.1 Contributions
The research hypothesis of this dissertation is that a multiagent learning method that exploits
policy geometry and the continuum of heterogeneity, such as multiagent HyperNEAT, can
create large, robust, and scalable multiagent teams. This hypothesis is supported by the
following contributions:
1. The HyperNEAT indirect encoding is introduced, which was co-invented by myself,
Jason Gauci, and Kenneth O. Stanley.
2. Multiagent HyperNEAT extends HyperNEAT to allow teams of heterogeneous agents
to be encoded by a single genome and exploit the continuum of heterogeneity, thereby
overcoming the problem of reinvention.
3. A method to scale teams trained by multiagent HyperNEAT to significantly larger
sizes makes possible scaling up by several orders of magnitude.
4. A comprehensive study compares multiagent HyperNEAT and a traditional multiagent
training method, SARSA(λ), focusing on both training teams of varying sizes and
scaling trained policies to new sizes.
5. A method is introduced to train multiple policies for each individual agent on a team,
among which the agent can switch depending on its state, allowing each agent to easily
perform multiple tasks.
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6. Teams trained with multiagent HyperNEAT in a simulator are transferred to a teams
of real Khepera III robots to perform a real-world patrol task.
1.2 Outline
The next chapter begins with relevant background in cooperative multiagent learning
as well as neuroevolution and generative systems, the backbones of the multiagent
HyperNEAT method. Chapter 3 introduces the original HyperNEAT method, which
produces neural networks as a function of their geometry. Next, a single-agent control
experiment is discussed in Chapter 4 that tests the HyperNEAT method and serves as
a stepping stone to multiagent control, which is the focus of Chapter 5. Chapter 6 then
tests the multiagent HyperNEAT method in a predator-prey experiment and Chapter 7
takes the predator-prey domain further by introducing a new team representation and
demonstrating the ability for teams to scale without additional training. To establish
multiagent HyperNEAT as a competitive method in the field, Chapter 8 compares
it to an established reinforcement learning technique called multiagent SARSA(λ).
Teams trained with an extended version of multiagent HyperNEAT that can switch
among tasks are then transferred to real robots in a real-world patrol task in Chap-
ter 9. Finally, Chapter 10 discusses the implications of the above experiments and the
dissertation as a whole.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
This chapter provides background on several areas relevant to multiagent HyperNEAT, in-
cluding cooperative multiagent learning, neuroevolution and generative and developmental
systems.
2.1 Cooperative Multiagent Learning
Multiagent systems confront a broad range of domains, from predator-prey confrontations
to military scenarios, creating the opportunity for real-world applications. In cooperative
multiagent learning, which is reviewed in this section, agents are trained to work together
to accomplish a task, usually by one of several alternative methods.
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2.1.1 Traditional Approaches
There are two major classes of approaches to multiagent learning: multiagent reinforcement
learning (MARL; [SS01, CS07, ICM94, SKM00]) and cooperative coevolutionary algorithms
(CCEAs; [PL05, PD94, FP00]). While these approaches are mainly the focus of separate
communities, Panait et. al [PTL08] noted recently that they share a significant common
theoretical foundation. One key commonality is that they break the learning problem into
separate roles that are semi-independent and thereby learned separately through interaction
with each other. Although this idea of separating multiagent problems into parts is popular,
it does create challenges for certain desirable objectives such as scaling to larger team sizes,
a focus of this dissertation. The problem is that when individual roles are learned separately,
there is no representation of how roles relate to the team structure and typically the only
way to incorporate new agents is to create duplicates of existing agents, which precludes
the possibility of introducing new roles automatically. Nevertheless, these approaches have
produced significant insight into multiagent learning, and are reviewed in this section.
Multiagent reinforcement learning (MARL) encompasses several specific techniques based
on off–policy and on–policy temporal difference learning [HW98, CB98, SH02, BV02]. The
basic principle that unifies MARL techniques is to identify and reward promising cooperative
states and actions among a team of agents [BSB05, PL05]. For example, if a group of predator
agents is tasked with capturing a prey, agents are rewarded at least in part when the prey is
captured. The reward is a signal that their recent actions were useful and should be repeated
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with greater probability. Conversely, actions that are not rewarded or that are punished are
less likely to be repeated. Rewards can be given globally (to the entire team) or locally (to
single agents or groups of agents) depending on the specific method chosen.
One reason that MARL is attractive is because it is possible to prove convergence to Nash
equilibria in some situations [HW03, SKM00]. Yet such guarantees rely on having complete
or at least significantly large amounts of information about the world state, and lacking such
information is often what makes multiagent domains challenging [SPG04]. Even in scenarios
with sufficient state information, the number of states grows with the number of agents,
making the state space expensive to represent. Additionally, there is the credit assignment
problem [Mat97], wherein it is not always possible for the individual agents to associate the
rewards with the correct actions. Thus experimenters must carefully identify the correct
reward states manually to minimize this uncertainty. Nevertheless, MARL has provided
several successes including intrusion detection [SK08] and trading strategies [KUP03].
The other major approach, CCEAs, is an established evolutionary method for training
teams of agents that must work together [PL05, PWL03, PMS01, FP00]. The main idea
is to maintain one or more populations of candidate agents, evaluate them in groups, and
guide the creation of new candidate solutions based on their joint performance. An im-
portant distinction among coevolutionary methods is the population model chosen, which
can range from a single population from which all team members are drawn [BH97, PSG98]
to separate populations for each agent on the team [PMS01]. Recent work by Panait et. al
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[PLH06] has shown that CCEA performance is enhanced by keeping an archive of informative
collaborators, an idea that is also relevant to MARL.
In cooperative coevolution, agents are explicitly rewarded for their cooperative abili-
ties and multiple candidate solutions may be evaluated in the same population, potentially
leading to more robust solutions. However, depending on the population model employed,
trade-offs between specialization and skill sharing must be made. In the single population
model, genetic information is easily spread among the entire population; thus if an agent
finds a good general strategy other agents can potentially adopt it. However, with only
one population it is difficult for agents to specialize to specific roles [Wie04]. In contrast,
multiple populations encourage specialization, yet the separate populations must reinvent
basic, useful skills. Additionally, by evaluating agents with many different teams, depending
on the evaluation scheme there is a risk of encouraging too much generalization [PLW06],
which means the resulting team may not be the best possible. Another significant problem
is that adding more agents to the team results in a significant increase in computational
complexity; the need for more sampling and potentially more populations and can degrade
the ability to optimize performance of the final team [Mic03].
Both CCEAs and MARL face the problem of reinvention. That is, because agents are
treated as separate subproblems they must usually separately discover and represent all as-
pects of the solution, even though there may be a high degree of overlapping information
among the policies of each agent. CCEAs commonly separate agents into different popu-
lations, creating strict divisions among agents, and in MARL methods, each agent learns
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a separate reward function based upon individual experiences. There have been attempts
to address the problem of reinvention such as introducing existing agents that “train” new
agents [Tan97, PB99] or implementing specially-designed genetic operators [HS96]. However,
an intriguing alternative is to exploit the continuum of heterogeneity, which means distribut-
ing shared skills optimally among the agents and only representing such skills once. At the
same time, unique abilities could be isolated and assigned appropriately. The approach in
this dissertation addresses the problem of reinvention by allowing the learning algorithm to
find the right point on the continuum of heterogeneity for a given team.
2.1.2 Alternative Techniques
Breaking the team into separate parts is not the only way to distribute policies. This section
reviews several alternative approaches.
One such approach is to optimize a single, monolithic controller that takes inputs from all
the agents and outputs the actions of all the agents. Such consolidation allows information
sharing but generally increases the dimensionality of the search significantly, while ignoring
separability [YM07]. Such a model also assumes the existence of global, instantaneous com-
munication, which is infeasible in most real-world scenarios. A related approach is to directly
encode several disconnected policies in a single monolithic description [Mic03, Bon00, LS96],
which gains separability at the expense of information sharing. In both cases, adding more
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agents to the teams causes large increases in the search space, especially in the single con-
troller case.
One solution to reduce dimensionality in either case without combining multiple indi-
viduals is to assign the same homogeneous control system to each agent [BM03, BTB07].
If all the agents are controlled by separate instantiations of a single controller, then it is
only necessary to discover that one policy, and the problem of sharing discoveries disap-
pears. This approach has produced significant results in swarm robotics, such as a team of
four connected robots that exhibit coordinated trajectories [BTB07]. However, Yong and
Miikkulainen [YM07] show that in predator-prey tasks with three predators and one prey,
heterogeneous teams learn more effective strategies than homogeneous ones. Thus, while
a homogeneous team may be easier to evolve and scale, there are limits to what it can do
[WKF09]. Pure homogeneity is only a single point on the continuum.
In summary, there are many challenges that face multiagent learning, and choosing one
method over another generally leads to trade-offs among several competing factors. However,
in almost all cases, adding more agents to the team greatly impacts the efficiency of search
and, as a result, the overall quality of the resulting multiagent team. Additionally, adjust-
ments to team size must be made before learning; thus any post-hoc adjustments require at
least some retraining.
The next section reviews the NEAT method, the foundation for HyperNEAT and multia-
gent HyperNEAT (the approaches introduced in this dissertation), which address multiagent
learning in a completely different way than the techniques reviewed in this section.
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2.2 NeuroEvolution of Augmenting Topologies (NEAT)
The NEAT method was originally developed to evolve ANNs to solve difficult control and
sequential decision tasks [SM02b, SM04a, SBM05b]. In this dissertation, it is significantly
extended to evolve the representation of teams of agents. Nevertheless, the basic principles
of NEAT, reviewed in this section, still supply the foundation of the approach.
Traditionally, ANNs evolved by NEAT control agents that select actions based on their
sensory inputs. NEAT is unlike many previous methods that evolved neural networks, i.e.
neuroevolution methods, which historically evolved either fixed-topology networks [GM99,
SF95], or arbitrary random-topology networks [ASP93, GWP96, Yao99]. Instead, NEAT
begins evolution with a population of small, simple networks and increases the complexity
of the network topology into diverse species over generations, leading to increasingly sophis-
ticated behavior. A similar process of gradually adding new genes has been confirmed in
natural evolution [Mar99, WHR87] and shown to improve adaptation in a few prior evo-
lutionary [Alt94] and neuroevolutionary [Har93] approaches. However, a key feature that
distinguishes NEAT from prior work in evolving increasingly complex structures is its unique
approach to maintaining a healthy diversity of structures of different complexity simultane-
ously, as this section reviews. This approach has proven effective in a wide variety of domains
[Aal09, SBM05a, SKM05, TWS06, HRS08, RVH09, SM02a, TOL08, KSM06, SM04b, SBD08,
HS09, HGS09b, HGS09a, SM04a]. Complete descriptions of the NEAT method, including
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experiments confirming the contributions of its components, are available in Stanley and
Miikkulainen [SM02b, SM04a] and Stanley et. al [SBM05b].
The NEAT method is based on three key ideas. First, to allow network structures to
increase in complexity over generations, a method is needed to keep track of which gene
is which. Otherwise, it is not clear in later generations which individual is compatible
with which in a population of diverse structures, or how their genes should be combined
to produce offspring. NEAT solves this problem by assigning a unique historical marking
to every new piece of network structure that appears through a structural mutation. The
historical marking is a number assigned to each gene corresponding to its order of appearance
over the course of evolution. The numbers are inherited during crossover unchanged, and
allow NEAT to perform crossover among diverse topologies without the need for expensive
topological analysis.
Second, NEAT speciates the population so that individuals compete primarily within
their own niches instead of with the population at large. Because adding new structure is
often initially disadvantageous, this separation means that unique topological innovations
are protected and therefore have the opportunity to optimize their structure without direct
competition from other niches in the population. NEAT uses the historical markings on
genes to determine to which species different individuals belong.
Third, many approaches that evolve network topologies and weights begin evolution
with a population of random topologies [GWP96, Yao99]. In contrast, NEAT begins with a
uniform population of simple networks with no hidden nodes, differing only in their initial
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random weights. Because of speciation, novel topologies gradually accumulate over evolution,
thereby allowing diverse and complex phenotype topologies to be represented. No limit is
placed on the size to which topologies can grow. New nodes and connections are introduced
incrementally as structural mutations occur, and only those structures survive that are found
to be useful through fitness evaluations. In effect, then, NEAT searches for a compact,
appropriate topology by incrementally adding complexity to existing structure.
The next section reviews the field of generative and developmental systems (GDS) with
a focus on compositional pattern producing networks (CPPNs), which combine with NEAT
to make the HyperNEAT method.
2.3 Generative and Developmental Systems
A key similarity among many neuroevolution methods, including NEAT, is that they employ
a direct encoding, that is, each part of the solution’s representation maps to a single piece of
structure in the final solution [SM02b, GM97, Yao99, FDM08]. Yet direct encodings impose
the significant disadvantage that even when different parts of the solution are similar, they
must be encoded and therefore discovered separately. This challenge is related to the problem
of reinvention in multiagent systems: After all, if individual team members are encoded by
separate genetic code, even if a component of their capabilities is shared, the search algorithm
has no way to exploit such a regularity. Thus this dissertation exploits the power of indirect
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encoding instead, which means that the description of the solution is compressed such that
information can be reused, allowing the final solution to contain more components than
the description itself. Indirect encodings are often motivated by development in biology, in
which the genotype maps to the phenotype indirectly through a process of growth [BK99,
Lin74, SM03]. Indirect encodings are powerful because they allow solutions to be represented
as a pattern of policy parameters, rather than requiring each parameter to be represented
individually. This capability is the focus of the field called generative and developmental
systems [BK99, Bon02, Egg97a, HP02, Lin74, Mil04, Sim94a, Sta07, SM03]. This section
examines the field in greater depth and focuses on a particular encoding called compositional
pattern producing networks.
2.3.1 Compositional Pattern Producing Networks (CPPNs)
In biological genetic encoding the mapping between genotype and phenotype is indirect,
which means that the phenotype typically contains orders of magnitude more structural
components than the genotype contains genes. For example, a human genome of 30,000
genes (about three billion amino acids) encodes a human brain with 100 trillion connections
[Del95, KSJ91, DSG98]. Thus, the only way to discover structures with trillions of parts
may be through a mapping between genotype and phenotype that translates few dimensions
into many, i.e. through an indirect encoding. Because phenotypic structures often occur
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in repeating patterns, each time a pattern repeats, the same gene group can provide the
specification. The numerous left/right symmetries of vertebrates [Raf96, pages 302-303], the
receptive fields in the visual cortex [GW92, HW65], and fingers and toes are examples of
repeating patterns in biology.
A most promising area of research in indirect encoding is developmental encoding, which
is motivated from biology [Ang95, BK99, HP02, SM03]. Development facilitates reusing
genes because the same gene can be activated at any location and any time during the
development process.
This observation has inspired an active field of research in artificial developmental encod-
ings [Ang95, BK93, BK99, Bon02, Daw86, DB96, Egg97b, Fed04b, Fed04a, Gru94, HP02,
Jak95, KR01, Lin68, Lin74, Mil04, MSR91, PL90, Sim94b, SM03, Tur52]. The aim is to
find the right abstraction of natural development for a computer running an evolutionary
algorithm, so that evolutionary computation (EC) can begin to discover complexity on a nat-
ural scale. Prior abstractions range from low-level cell chemistry simulations to high-level
grammatical rewrite systems [SM03].
CPPNs are a novel abstraction of development that can represent sophisticated repeat-
ing patterns in Cartesian space [Sta06, Sta07]. Unlike most generative and developmental
encodings, CPPNs do not require an explicit simulation of growth or local interaction, yet
still realize their essential functions. This section reviews CPPNs, which will be augmented
in the HyperNEAT method (Chapter 3) to represent connectivity patterns and ANNs.
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Figure 2.1: CPPN Encoding. (a) The CPPN takes arguments x and y, which are coordi-
nates in a two-dimensional space. When all the coordinates are drawn with an intensity
corresponding to the output of the CPPN, the result is a spatial pattern, which can be
viewed as a phenotype whose genotype is the CPPN. (b) Internally, the CPPN is a graph
that determines which functions are connected. As in an ANN, the connections are weighted
such that the output of a function is multiplied by the weight of its outgoing connection.
The CPPN in (b) actually produces the pattern in (a)
Consider the phenotype as a function of n dimensions, where n is the number of di-
mensions in physical space. For each coordinate in that space, its level of expression is an
output of the function that encodes the phenotype. Figure 2.1a shows how a two-dimensional
phenotype can be generated by a function of two parameters.
Stanley [Sta06, Sta07] showed how simple canonical functions can be composed to create
an overall network that produces complex regularities and symmetries. Each component
function creates a novel geometric coordinate frame within which other functions can reside.
The main idea is that these simple canonical functions are abstractions of specific events in
development such as establishing bilateral symmetry (e.g. with a symmetric function such
as Gaussian) or the division of the body into discrete segments (e.g. with a periodic function
such as sine). Figure 2.1b shows how such a composition can be represented by a network.
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Such networks are called compositional pattern producing networks because they pro-
duce spatial patterns by composing basic functions. Unlike ANNs, which often contain only
sigmoid functions (or sometimes Gaussian functions), CPPNs can include both types of func-
tions and many others. Furthermore, the term artificial neural network would be misleading
in the context of this research because ANNs were so named to establish a metaphor with
a different biological phenomenon, i.e. the brain. The terminology should avoid making the
implication that biological, thinking brains are in effect the same as developing embryos
or genetic encodings. In this dissertation, because CPPNs are used to encode ANNs, it is
especially important to differentiate these concepts.
Through interactive evolution, Stanley [Sta06, Sta07] demonstrated that CPPNs can
produce spatial patterns with important geometric motifs that are expected from generative
and developmental encodings and seen in nature. Among the most important such motifs are
symmetry (e.g. left-right symmetries in vertebrates), imperfect symmetry (e.g. right-hand-
edness), repetition (e.g. receptive fields in the cortex [ZBL99]), and repetition with variation
(e.g. cortical columns [GC02]). Figure 2.2 shows examples of several such important motifs
produced through interactive evolution of CPPNs.
It is fortuitous that CPPNs and ANNs are so similar from a structural perspective be-
cause methods designed to evolve ANNs can also evolve CPPNs. In particular, the NEAT
method is a good choice for evolving CPPNs because NEAT increases the complexity of
evolving networks over generations, allowing increasingly elaborate regularities to accumu-
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(a) Symmetry (b) Imperfect Symmetry (c) Repetition with Variation
Figure 2.2: CPPN-generated Regularities. Spatial patterns exhibiting (a) bilateral symme-
try, (b) imperfect symmetry, and (c) repetition with variation (notice the nexus of each
repeated motif) are depicted. These patterns demonstrate that CPPNs effectively encode
fundamental regularities of several different types.
late. The next chapter describes the HyperNEAT method that combines CPPNs and NEAT
to generate ANNs with geometric regularities.
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CHAPTER 3
HYPERNEAT
If CPPNs are to evolve and represent connectivity patterns, the problem is to find the best
interpretation of their output to effectively describe such a structure. The two-dimensional
patterns in Section 2.3.1 present a challenge: How can such spatial patterns describe con-
nectivity? This chapter explains how spatial patterns generated by CPPNs can be mapped
naturally to connectivity patterns while at the same time effectively disentangling task struc-
ture from network dimensionality in a method called HyperNEAT. This novel representation
allows neurons, sensors, and effectors to exploit meaningful geometric relationships. Hy-
perNEAT was invented by myself, Jason Gauci and Kenneth Stanley at the University of
Central Florida [DS07, DS08, GS07, GS08, SDG09] and has since been used by several other
researchers in a variety of domains [CPO09, CBO09, DKS09, CBP09, BKS09]. The text in
this chapter is based on our 2009 journal article [SDG09]. The next section introduces the
key insight behind HyperNEAT, which is to assign connectivity a geometric interpretation.
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3.1 Mapping Spatial Patterns to Connectivity Patterns
It turns out that there is an effective mapping between spatial and connectivity patterns that
can elegantly exploit geometry. The main idea is to input into the CPPN the coordinates
of the two points that define a connection rather than inputting only the position of a
single point as in Section 2.3.1. The output is interpreted as the weight of the connection
rather than the intensity of a point. In this way, connections can be defined in terms of
the locations that they connect, thereby taking into account the network’s geometry. The
CPPN in effect computes a four-dimensional function CPPN(x1, y1, x2, y2) = w, where the
first node is at (x1, y1) and the second node is at (x2, y2). This formalism returns a weight
for every connection between every node in a set of nodes, including recurrent connections.
By convention, a connection is not expressed if the magnitude of its weight, which may be
positive or negative, is below a minimal threshold wmin. The magnitude of weights above
this threshold are scaled to be between zero and a maximum magnitude. That way, the
pattern produced by the CPPN can represent any network topology (figure 3.1).
For example, consider a grid of nodes, as in figure 3.1. The nodes are assigned coordinates
corresponding to their positions within the grid (labeled substrate in figure 3.1), where (0, 0)
is the center of the grid. Assuming that these nodes and their positions are given a priori,
a connectivity pattern among nodes in two-dimensional space is produced by a CPPN that
takes any two coordinates (source and target) as input, and outputs the weight of their
connection. The CPPN is queried in this way for every potential connection on the grid.
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Figure 3.1: Hypercube-based Geometric Connectivity Pattern Interpretation. A collection
of nodes, called the substrate, is assigned coordinates that range from −1 to 1 in all dimen-
sions. (1) Every potential connection in the substrate is queried to determine its presence
and weight; the dark directed lines in the substrate depicted in the figure represent a sample
of connections that are queried. (2) For each query, the CPPN takes as input the positions
of the two endpoints and (3) outputs the weight of the connection between them. Thus,
CPPNs can produce regular patterns of connections in space.
Because the connection weights are thereby a function of the positions of their source and
target nodes, the distribution of weights on connections throughout the grid will exhibit a
pattern that is a function of the geometry of the coordinate system.
The connectivity pattern produced by a CPPN in this way is called the substrate so
that it can be verbally distinguished from the CPPN itself, which has its own internal
topology. Furthermore, in the remainder of this dissertation, CPPNs that are interpreted
to produce connectivity patterns are called connective CPPNs while CPPNs that generate
spatial patterns are called spatial CPPNs. This dissertation focuses on neural substrates
produced by connective CPPNs.
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Because the connective CPPN is a function of four dimensions, the two-dimensional con-
nectivity pattern expressed by the CPPN is isomorphic to a spatial pattern embedded in
a four-dimensional hypercube. This observation is important because it means that spatial
patterns with symmetries and regularities correspond to connectivity patterns with related
regularities. Thus, because CPPNs generate regular spatial patterns (Section 2.3.1), by
extension they can be expected to produce connectivity patterns with corresponding regu-
larities. The next section demonstrates this capability.
3.2 Producing Regular Connectivity Patterns
Simple, easily-discovered substructures in the connective CPPN produce important connec-
tive regularities in the substrate. The key difference between connectivity patterns and
spatial patterns is that each discrete unit in a connectivity pattern has two x values and
two y values. Thus, for example, symmetry along x can be discovered simply by applying a
symmetric function (e.g. Gaussian) to x1 or x2 (figure 3.2a).
Imperfect symmetry is another important structural motif in biological brains. Connec-
tive CPPNs can produce imperfect symmetry by composing both symmetric functions of one
axis along with an asymmetric coordinate frame such as the axis itself. In this way, the
CPPN produces varying degrees of imperfect symmetry (figure 3.2b).
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(a) Symmetry (b) Imperfect Sym. (c) Repetition (d) Rep. with Var.
Figure 3.2: Connectivity Patterns Produced by Connective CPPNs. These patterns, pro-
duced through interactive evolution, exhibit several important connectivity motifs: (a) bi-
lateral symmetry, (b) imperfect symmetry, (c) repetition, and (d) repetition with variation.
That these fundamental motifs are compactly represented and easily produced suggests the
power of this encoding.
Similarly important is repetition, particularly repetition with variation. Just as sym-
metric functions produce symmetry, periodic functions such as sine produce repetition (fig-
ure 3.2c). Patterns with variation are produced by composing a periodic function with a
coordinate frame that does not repeat, such as the axis itself (figure 3.2d). Repetitive pat-
terns can also be produced in connectivity as functions of invariant properties between two
nodes, such as distance along one axis. Thus, symmetry, imperfect symmetry, repetition,
and repetition with variation, key structural motifs in all biological brains, are compactly
represented and therefore easily discovered by CPPNs.
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Figure 3.3: Alternative Substrate Configurations. The two-dimensional grid configuration
(a), similar to the one in figure 3.1, is only one of many potential substrate configurations.
This figure also shows (b) a three-dimensional configuration of nodes centered at (0, 0, 0), (c)
a “state-space sandwich” configuration in which a source sheet of neurons connects directly
to a target sheet, and (d) a circular configuration. Different configurations are suited to
problems with different geometric properties.
3.3 Substrate Configuration
The layout of the nodes that the CPPN connects in the substrate can take forms other than
the planar grid (figure 3.3a) discussed thus far. Different such substrate configurations are
likely suited to different kinds of problems.
For example, CPPNs can also produce three-dimensional connectivity patterns by rep-
resenting spatial patterns in the six-dimensional hypercube CPPN(x1, y1, z1, x2, y2, z2) (fig-
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ure 3.3b). This formalism is interesting because the topologies of biological brains, including
the human brain, theoretically exist within its search space.
It is also possible to restrict substrate configurations to particular structural motifs to
learn about their viability in isolation. For example, Churchland [Chu86] calls a single two-
dimensional sheet of neurons that connects to another two-dimensional sheet a state-space
sandwich. The sandwich is a restricted three-dimensional structure in which one layer can
send connections only in one direction to one other layer. Thus, because of this restriction,
it can be expressed by the single four-dimensional CPPN(x1, y1, x2, y2), where (x2, y2) is
interpreted as a location on the target sheet rather than as being on the same plane as
the source coordinate (x1,y1). In this way, CPPNs can search for useful patterns within
state-space sandwich substrates (figure 3.3c).
Finally, the nodes need not be distributed in a grid. For example, nodes within a substrate
that controls a radial entity such as a starfish might be best laid out with radial geometry,
as shown in figure 3.3d, so that the connectivity pattern can be situated with perfect polar
coordinates. The preliminary robot control experiment in Chapter 4 compares such a circular
layout to a grid-based one.
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(a) Geometric Order (b) Random Order
Figure 3.4: Regular ANN Input Order is Irrelevant. Even though the order of inputs to the
ANN in (a) is correlated directly to the geometry of the front-facing robot sensors from which
they are activated, traditional ANN learning algorithms such as backpropagation [RHW86]
or traditional neuroevolution methods [SM02b, Yao99] are blind to such ordering. In fact,
the arbitrary input order in (b) is identical from the perspective of the learning algorithm.
Thus, counterintuitively, organizing inputs (or outputs) to respect task geometry provides
no advantage with traditional ANN learning algorithms.
3.4 Input and Output Placement
Part of substrate configuration is determining which nodes are inputs and which are outputs.
The flexibility to assign inputs and outputs to specific coordinates in the substrate creates
an opportunity to exploit geometric relationships advantageously.
In many ANN applications, the inputs are drawn from a set of sensors that exist in a
geometric arrangement in space. Unlike traditional ANN learning algorithms that are not
aware of such geometry (as illustrated in figure 3.4), connective CPPN substrates are aware
of their inputs’ and outputs’ geometry, and thus can use this information to their advantage.
By arranging inputs and outputs in a sensible configuration on the substrate, regularities
in the geometry can be exploited by the encoding. There is room to be creative and try
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Figure 3.5: Placing Inputs and Outputs. A robot (a) is depicted with eight radar sensors
along its circumference and eight motion effectors set at the same angle. In (b), the inputs
(labeled I ) and outputs (labeled O) are laid out literally according to the eight directions
in space. In (c), the inputs are placed such at their location along x determines whether
they represent a corresponding direction. Both arrangements create a geometric relationship
between each input and its corresponding output. In this way, it is possible the give evolution
a significant advantage from the start.
different configurations with different geometric advantages. For example, figure 3.5 depicts
two methods by which the inputs and outputs of a circular robot can be configured, both of
which create an opportunity to exploit a different kind of geometric relationship.
In one arrangement, the sensors on the circumference of the robot are arranged in a
circle centered at the origin of the substrate, and outputs form a concentric circle around
that (figure 3.5b). In this way, if the CPPN discovers radial symmetry or bilateral symmetry,
it can use those coordinate frames to create a repeating pattern that captures regularities
in the relationship between inputs and outputs. An alternate arrangement places the inputs
and outputs on two parallel lines wherein equivalent horizontal position denotes equivalent
angle (figure 3.5c). That way, evolution can exploit the similarity of horizontal positions.
Both methods convey correspondence through a different geometric regularity.
By arranging neurons in a sensible configuration on the substrate, regularities in the
geometry can be exploited by the encoding. Biological neural networks rely on such a
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capability for many of their functions. For example, neurons in the visual cortex are arranged
in the same retinotopic two-dimensional pattern as photoreceptors in the retina [CK04].
That way, they can exploit locality by connecting to adjacent neurons with simple, repeating
motifs. Connective CPPNs have the same capability. In fact, geometric information in effect
provides evolution with domain-specific bias, which is necessary if it is to gain an advantage
over generic black-box optimization methods [WM97].
3.5 Substrate Resolution
As opposed to encoding a specific pattern of connections among a specific set of nodes,
connective CPPNs in effect encode a general connectivity concept, i.e. the underlying math-
ematical relationships that produce a particular pattern. The consequence is that the same
connective CPPN can represent an equivalent concept at different resolutions (i.e. different
node densities). Figure 3.6 shows two connectivity concepts at different resolutions.
For neural substrates, the important implication is that the same ANN functionality
can be generated at different resolutions. Without further evolution, previously-evolved
connective CPPNs can be re-queried to specify the connectivity of the substrate at a new,
higher resolution, thereby producing a working solution to the same problem at a higher
resolution! There is no upper bound on substrate resolution, that is, a connectivity concept is
infinite in resolution. While the higher-resolution connectivity pattern may contain artifacts
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(a) Concept 1 at 5 × 5 (b) Concept 1 at 7 × 7
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Figure 3.6: Equivalent Connectivity Concepts at Different Substrate Resolutions. Two con-
nectivity concepts are depicted that were evolved through interactive evolution. The CPPN
that generates the first concept at 5 × 5 (a) and 7 × 7 (b) is shown in (c). The CPPN in
(f) similarly generates the second concept at both resolutions (d) and (e). This illustration
demonstrates that CPPNs represent a mathematical concept rather than a single structure.
Thus, the same CPPN can produce patterns with the same underlying concept at different
substrate resolutions (i.e. different node densities). CPPN activation functions in this dis-
sertation are denoted by G for Gaussian, S for sigmoid, Si for sine, A for absolute value,
and L for linear.
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that were not expressed at the lower resolution at which it was evolved, it will still embody
a good approximation of the general solution at the higher resolution. Thus, increasing
substrate resolution introduces a powerful new kind of complexification to ANN evolution.
This capability will be exploited later in this dissertation to scale the size of multiagent
teams.
3.6 Evolving Connective CPPNs
The approach in this dissertation is to evolve connective CPPNs with NEAT. This approach
is called HyperNEAT because NEAT evolves CPPNs that represent spatial patterns in hy-
perspace. Each point in the pattern, bounded by a hypercube, is interpreted as a connection
in a lower-dimensional connected graph. For example, a spatial pattern in a four-dimensional
hypercube is interpreted as a two-dimensional connectivity pattern.
The basic outline of the HyperNEAT algorithm proceeds as shown in Algorithm 1.
In effect, as HyperNEAT adds new connections and nodes to the connective CPPN it is
discovering new global dimensions of variation in connectivity patterns across the substrate.
Early on it may discover overall symmetry, whereas later it may discover the concept of
receptive fields. Each new connection or node in the CPPN represents a new way that an
entire pattern can vary, i.e. a new regularity. Thus HyperNEAT is a powerful approach to
evolving large-scale connectivity patterns and ANNs.
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Algorithm 1 HyperNEAT
1. Choose substrate configuration (i.e. node layout and input/output assignments)
2. Initialize population of minimal CPPNs with random weights.
3. Repeat until solution is found:
(a) For each member of the population:
i. Query its CPPN for the weight of each possible connection in the substrate.
If the absolute value of the output exceeds a threshold magnitude, create
the connection with a weight scaled proportionally to the output value (fig-
ure 3.1).
ii. Run the substrate as an ANN in the task domain to ascertain fitness.
(b) Reproduce the CPPNs according to the NEAT method to produce the next gen-
eration population.
The next chapter details an initial demonstration of HyperNEAT that evolves the con-
troller for a single agent performing a food-gathering task, providing not only a test of the
HyperNEAT method, but a first step towards evolving controllers for multiple agents.
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CHAPTER 4
SINGLE-AGENT HYPERNEAT
If sensors and effectors are placed such that they respect regularities in the outside world,
HyperNEAT can discover those regularities through connective CPPNs and exploit them
to solve the problem. For example, HyperNEAT can discover that the way one reacts to
stimulus on the left is related to the way one react to similar stimulus on the right. In this
way, HyperNEAT can solve problems with high-dimensional input because it does not need
to learn the meaning of each sensor independently.
The following set of experiments demonstrate this capability and its implications through
a food gathering task. This task was chosen for its simplicity as a proof-of-concept; it
effectively isolates the issue of sensor and output placement, which is a primary advantage
of HyperNEAT. Furthermore, although the task is simple, at high resolutions (i.e. with large
numbers of sensors and effectors) it becomes a difficult optimization problem because of its
increasing dimensionality. In the experiments, two different sensor placement arrangements
are compared that both present a chance to exploit regularity in different ways.
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4.1 Food Gathering Experiment
The food gathering domain works as follows. A single piece of food is placed within a square
room with a robot at the center (as in figure 3.5a). A set of n rangefinder sensors, placed
at regular angular intervals, encircle the robot’s perimeter. The robot has a compass that
allows it to maintain the same orientation at all times, that is, its north-facing side always
faces north and never rotates. Internally, the robot also contains a set of n effectors. Each
effector, when activated, causes the robot to move in one of n directions. Thus, there is one
effector for each sensor that points in the same direction. The robot’s objective is to go to
the food.
The interpretation of effector outputs constrains the problem and the potential solutions.
For the experiments in this section, the motion vector resulting from effector output is
interpreted to incentivize HyperNEAT to find holistic solutions, i.e. solutions that do not
only require a single connection. The robot moves in the direction corresponding to the
largest effector output. In the case of a tie, the robot moves in the direction of the first
tied output starting from 45◦ above west and moving clockwise. The robot’s speed s is
determined by s = (smaxomax)(
omax
otot
), where smax is the maximum possible speed, omax is
the maximum output, and otot is the sum of all outputs. The first term correlates speed
with output, such that to go the maximum speed, the robot must maximize the output
corresponding to the direction of the food. The second term encourages the robot to excite a
single output by penalizing it for activating more than one at a time. Furthermore, outputs
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have sigmoidal activation, which means that if their input is zero, they will output 0.5.
Thus the robot also needs to inhibit effectors that point in the wrong direction because they
will otherwise slow down motion in the chosen direction. This convention also discourages
relying on tie-breaking by making it less efficient. Thus, while diverse solutions still work in
this domain, many are not optimal in terms of speed. The best solutions require a correct
pattern connecting to all the outputs from all the sensors.
Each robot attempts r trials, where r is twice the resolution; thus higher resolutions are
evaluated on more trials. For each trial a single piece of food is placed 100 units away from
the robot at either the center of a sensor or the border between two sensors. Each trial tests
a different such location. If a robot is not able to get food for a particular trial after 1,000
ticks, its trial ends. Individuals are evaluated based on their amount of food collected and
the average speed at which they obtain each item: fitness = (10,000fc
r
) + (1,000r − ttot),
where fc is the total number of food collected and ttot is the total time spent on all trials.
This task is a good proof of concept because it requires discovering the underlying reg-
ularity of the domain: Two nodes at the same angle (i.e. the sensor and effector) should
be connected and the others inhibited. If this concept is discovered, the task is effectively
trivial. However, direct encodings would need to discover the connection between each pair
independently. That is, they cannot discover the underlying concept that describes the so-
lution. In contrast, HyperNEAT can discover the general concept. Demonstrating this fact
helps to establish the promise of HyperNEAT in more complex domains.
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4.1.1 Sensor Placement
As discussed in Section 3.4, HyperNEAT makes it possible to decide how the sensors and
effectors should be placed in the substrate to allow the concept to be discovered. In general,
the geometry of the placement scheme should reflect the correlation between sensors and
effectors. Two different sensor placements and substrate configurations are attempted:
1. Two concentric circles of nodes (figure 3.5b). The inner circle (radius .5) is the
sensors and the outer circle (radius 1) is the effectors. The nodes are placed at the same
angle as they exist in the robot. In this layout, the key regularity is captured by shared
angle. It is also interesting because the sensors and effectors are placed exactly in the shape
of the robot, an intuitive scheme that would not be meaningful to traditional methods.
2. Two parallel lines of nodes (figure 3.5c). The top row of sensors are placed
in clockwise order starting from the sensor closest to 45◦ above west. In the bottom row,
effectors are placed in the same order. In this way, the key regularity is geometrically
expressed as two nodes being in the same column.
4.1.2 Additional Geometric Bias
Connective CPPNs already provide a strong geometric bias, but they also make possible in-
jecting additional a priori knowledge about the problem into the search. In biology, distance
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is a significant bias simply because in the physical world it is easier to connect to something
closer than farther away. Thus, if a CPPN is given connection length as an input, related
concepts placed close together on the substrate can be treated specially by the CPPN.
In both placement schemes, sensors should excite their nearest neighbor effector and
inhibit those farther away. While CPPNs have the capability to discover the concept of
distance themselves, they may solve tasks more efficiently if it is given. To explore this
capability, a separate experiment is performed on both substrate configurations in which the
CPPN receives an extra input representing the Euclidean distance between the two points
being queried.
4.1.3 Scaling
An important question is whether HyperNEAT will discover the key regularity and whether
one configuration has an advantage over another. Furthermore, if HyperNEAT does discover
the underlying concept, then solutions should scale to more sensors and effectors without
further evolution simply by increasing the resolution of the substrate.
Therefore, the number of inputs and outputs of the champion of each generation from
all runs of both configurations is doubled several times starting from the 8× 8 resolution on
which it is evolved. Each double-resolution substrate samples twice as many points as its
predecessor by decreasing the angular sampling interval around the robot by half. Doubling
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for each champion proceeds from the initial 8×8 resolution to a maximum size of 128×128,
a 16-fold increase in resolution.
4.2 Food Gathering Results
All sensor configurations were able to collect food at all positions within the first few gen-
erations except unbiased concentric, which took on average 33 generations to learn how to
get food at every position. Thus, for most configurations, the main challenge was to learn
to get food efficiently. The performance measure in this section is thus the average time
(i.e. number of ticks) it takes the robot to get a piece of food over all its trials. Robots that
cannot get the food in a trial are given the maximum time 1,000 for that trial. Results are
averaged over 20 runs.
Figure 4.1a shows how performance improved over 500 generations for both placement
schemes, with and without the length-input geometric bias. Parallel placement on average
evolved significantly faster strategies (p < 0.05) than concentric. However, the geometric bias
significantly increased performance of both methods after the fourth generation (p < 0.01).
Furthermore, the geometric bias is so useful that it erases the difference between the two
schemes, causing both to perform similarly when present. Thus, parallel placement is easier
to exploit for HyperNEAT except when the CPPN is provided connection length as input.
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(c) Unbiased Scaling
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Figure 4.1: HyperNEAT Performance. The performance of both sensor layouts at resolution
eight with and without biasing is shown in (a). The difference in speeds when different
methods are scaled from 8 to 32 is shown in (b). Graphs (c) and (d) show the speeds of the
two sensor placement schemes at all resolutions with and without biasing, respectively. The
conclusion is that HyperNEAT learns to exploit the placement geometry.
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4.2.1 Scaling Performance
As described in Section 4.1.3, after evolution at resolution eight is completed, generation
champions are reevaluated by doubling their resolution repeatedly without further evolution.
Individuals generally did retain the ability to collect food although there is some degradation
in performance at each increment in resolution. To illustrate this degradation for different
configurations, figure 4.1b shows the average difference in efficiency between resolution eight
and resolution 32; lower numbers imply better ability to scale.
Parallel placement scaled significantly more effectively than concentric except in the
earliest generations (p < 0.01; Student’s t-test). However, as with efficiency, when concentric
placement’s CPPN was provided length as input, it scaled as well as parallel placement
did with length input. In both biased cases, scaling was significantly better than runs
using concentric placement without the geometric bias (p < 0.01), but not significantly over
unbiased parallel placement.
As figure 4.1b shows, unbiased concentric placement degraded significantly between res-
olution eight and 32; in fact individuals could no longer collect food in every position.
However, it turns out that information about the task was still retained implicitly at the
higher resolution: When allowed to continue evolving at the higher resolution, solutions that
collect all the food were always found within five generations (2.5 on average). On the other
hand, when concentric evolution is started from scratch at a lower resolution, it takes on
average 33 generations to learn to get food on every trial. Thus, even when performance
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degrades significantly after scaling, the resultant individual still retains important geometric
information that can be quickly tweaked to work at the higher resolution.
Figure 4.1c shows the average absolute performance at different resolutions for CPPNs
without the geometric bias, and figure 4.1d shows the same comparison for those with the
bias. Parallel placement consistently outperformed concentric on the same resolution (fig-
ure 4.1c). However, again, when provided the length input (figure 4.1d), the performance of
the two placement schemes no longer significantly differed. Although each increment in res-
olution leads to a graceful degradation in performance, scaled individuals at all resolutions
and in all configurations significantly outperformed a set of random individuals, showing
further that scaling indeed retains abilities present in the lower-resolution network (p < 0.01
for all scaled performance versus random). Furthermore, remarkably, although average time
degrades, most scaled networks could still collect all the food if their unscaled predecessor
could.
In a more dramatic demonstration of scaling, one high-fitness individual of each sensor
placement scheme was scaled to a resolution of 1,024. The resulting ANNs each had over
one million connections and could still gather all the food.
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4.2.2 Repeating Motifs
To consistently activate highly the one output pointing in the right direction and inhibit all
others requires discovering such a motif and repeating it across the substrate. Figure 4.2
shows several examples of this motif at different locations in both concentric and parallel
substrates. The benefit of CPPN representation is that it need only discover the correct
motif once by exploiting how it relates to the geometry of inputs and outputs.
The CPPN in figure 4.2a (top row) shows how such exploitation is possible. HyperNEAT
discovered that by connecting x1 to a Gaussian node with a positive weight and x2 to the
same node with a negative weight, the weight connecting any two nodes in the substrate is
made a function of horizontal distance. This principle is all that is necessary to cause the
same motif to appear at every locus of horizontal correlation.
On the other hand, the principle of radial symmetry that underlies the correct motif in
concentric substrates is more challenging. Angular differences necessary to exploit concentric
regularity take more structure to compute, although the concept is eventually discovered.
4.2.3 Scaling Analysis
Figure 4.3(a and b) shows evolved parallel and concentric motifs at both 8 × 8 and 16 × 16
resolution.
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Figure 4.2: Repeated patterns in solutions. The CPPNs in (a) represent parallel (top row)
and concentric (bottom row) substrates that solve the task. The connectivity patterns in (b)
and (c) are outgoing motifs, each from a single input node in the substrate. These images
show that the same motif is repeated in different locations.
Missing
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Missing
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Figure 4.3: Perfect and Imperfect Scaling. The parallel (top row) and concentric (bottom
row) 8 × 8 motifs in (a) scale perfectly to the 16 × 16 motifs in (b). However, because of
artifacts at higher resolution, not all motifs scale perfectly, as shown between (c) and (d), in
which missing connections are identified by arrows. While the motif is mostly intact, slight
imperfections of this type are common during scaling in this task.
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Scaling up can sometimes produce small artifacts that are not apparent at lower resolu-
tions (figure 4.3c and d). These imperfections vary greatly as do their effect on performance,
although in all cases sufficient information was retained to quickly recover the old behavior
in under five generations.
Analyzing the source of higher-resolution imperfections explains how CPPNs represent
regularities. Recall that a connective CPPN is in effect a pattern within a four-dimensional
hypercube. If two of those dimensions, e.g. x1 and y1, are fixed, then the remaining two
dimensions define a two-dimensional cross-section of the hypercube. The pattern within that
cross-section is in effect the infinite-resolution connectivity pattern for one input node from
which all finite substrate resolutions are sampled. Figure 4.4 depicts two such cross-sections
for both concentric and parallel substrates. The figure shows that the CPPN constructs a
pattern that, when sampled at the right resolution, defines the connectivity weights of all
connections between the fixed source location and the sample point.
Because only the sample points are required to be correct during evaluation, the unsam-
pled portion of the pattern can exhibit artifacts that are not visible at the sample resolution,
but may become so at higher resolutions. However, interestingly, the pattern often elegantly
captures the fundamental geometric relationship, as in figure 4.4a and figure 4.4c, which
explains why scaling sometimes is perfect or close to perfect.
Thus, one conclusion on scaling is that depending on the task, it always retains at least
what was known at the lower resolution, which is significantly better than starting from
scratch if evolution is to continue at the higher resolution.
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(a) Typical Conc. (b) Atypical Conc. (c) Typical Parallel (d) Atypical Parallel
Figure 4.4: Hypercube Cross-Sections. Typical (a and c) and atypical (b and d) two-dimen-
sional cross-sections of hypercubes generated by CPPNs are depicted for working concentric
(a and b) and parallel (c and d) substrate configurations. Each cross-section represents the
infinite-resolution outgoing connectivity pattern originating from the location of the “X.”
When substrates are generated in practice, these cross-sections are sampled at the substrate
resolution. Thus, much of the detail in the patterns is discarded for low-resolution substrates,
though it may reemerge when scaling to higher resolution.
4.2.4 Evolving Motifs
Rather than finding the value of each connection separately, evolution in HyperNEAT pro-
gresses by discovering global regularities. Figure 4.5 traces progress over parallel and concen-
tric runs of evolution. The early solutions are simple linear combinations of the coordinates.
Although inefficient, these patterns learn to gather food through a few good connections
that compensate for others. Later in evolution, symmetries and regularities begin to be dis-
covered, although they are not always the most fundamental to the task. For example, the
concentric substrate in figure 4.5b partially solves the task by exploiting its bilateral sym-
metry, even though the task is more fundamentally radially symmetric. Finally, evolution
discovers the essential regularity of the task domain, which is horizontal distance for parallel
substrates and angular disparity in concentric substrates (figure 4.5c).
The next section discusses the major ramifications of this work.
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Figure 4.5: Evolution Discovers Regularities. Early-generation connective CPPNs typically
produce simple connectivity patterns (a). Eventually, HyperNEAT begins to exploit regular-
ities (b), though they may not be the most fundamental ones. Finally, HyperNEAT discovers
the fundamental regularity that underlies the task for the given substrate configuration (c).
Thus, instead of optimizing individual connection weights, evolution is a process of gradually
discovering and exploiting holistic regularities.
4.3 Single-Agent Experiment Discussion
The central insight in HyperNEAT is that regularity in higher-dimensional spatial patterns
is easily mapped to regular connectivity in lower-dimensional space, creating a new kind of
indirect encoding for ANNs. Experimental results show how it is possible to encode over
a million connections by discovering the pattern of recurring motifs underlying a solution.
This section explores the implications of this capability and its underlying methodology.
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4.3.1 Substrate Scaling
While not always perfect, the ability to scale without further evolution is a significant advance
for neuroevolution. The important consequence is that information learned at the lower
resolution is retained at the higher resolution; it is only within the expanded portions that
error may be introduced. Thus, the real benefit of this capability is that in the future, further
evolution can be performed at the higher resolution. Instead of starting over from scratch,
HyperNEAT can continue to build on lower-resolution solutions after they are magnified.
The number of sensors, hidden nodes, and outputs can be multiplied without losing prior
knowledge because CPPNs in effect decouple solutions from individual inputs and outputs.
4.3.2 Substrate Configuration and Geometry
The food gathering task demonstrates that, in contrast to regular ANNs, different substrate
placement schemes create geometric relationships that are exploitable in different ways, some
more easily than others. Connective CPPNs exploit regularities in parallel placement more
efficiently than in concentric because the angular differences necessary to exploit concentric
regularity take more structure to compute with the given set of activation functions. Thus
the activation functions in the CPPN are like a language that describes geometric structure.
With the right words, it is easier to describe a particular relationship. HyperNEAT allows
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the experimenter to inject knowledge into the search through such configurations, e.g. by
grouping correlated objects or arranging sensors analogously to their real world geometry.
Furthermore, additional geometric information provided as input to the connective CPPN
can significantly simplify the structure necessary to describe key motifs. When connection
length is provided as input, both placement schemes produce equivalent results. This result
is important because it shows that connective CPPNs allow the experimenter to provide
hints to the learning algorithm about the kinds of geometric principles that may underly the
solution.
It is now possible to exploit the geometry of many domains and tasks for the first time.
Thus, by applying HyperNEAT to control tasks, new kinds of solutions may be discovered
that genuinely exploit regularities in such tasks. This idea is extended in this dissertation
to exploit geometry in multiagent learning tasks, which is explained in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 5
APPROACH: MULTIAGENT HYPERNEAT
As shown in the previous chapter, HyperNEAT can effectively encode the behavior of a
single agent. The focus of this dissertation, however, is to extend HyperNEAT so that
it can encode the behaviors of an entire team of agents. This method, called multiagent
HyperNEAT, provides a new perspective on the problem of multiagent learning by focusing
on the relationships among agent policies rather than on the policies of individuals. Recall
that the policy geometry of a team is the relationship between the canonical starting positions
of agents on the field and their behavioral policies. Multiagent HyperNEAT is based on the
idea that policy geometry is the right level of description for a team because it can be encoded
naturally as a pattern.
Multiagent HyperNEAT can find and exploit the regularities in a team’s policy geometry
for fast, efficient multiagent learning. Recall the soccer team from figure 1.1. The policies
of the players become progressively more defensive the closer they are to the goal. This
geometric relationship can be represented as a pattern that starts at center field, and increases
as it moves towards the goal. Furthermore, HyperNEAT can encode patterns that repeat, yet
also vary (e.g. figure 3.2). In multiagent learning this capability is beneficial for discovering
teams at the right point on the continuum of heterogeneity, wherein the degree of variation
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represents the heterogeneity of the team. Traditional multiagent learning approaches have no
facility for capturing such regularities, highlighting the unique contribution of HyperNEAT.
To understand how the policy geometry of a team can be encoded, it helps to begin by
considering homogeneous teams, which in effect express a trivial policy geometry in which
the same policy is uniformly distributed throughout the team at all positions. Thus this
section begins by exploring how teams of purely homogeneous agents can be evolved with an
indirect encoding, and then transitions to evolving heterogeneous teams that are represented
by a single genome in HyperNEAT. Later chapters then enhance the formalism developed
in this chapter to allow scaling.
5.1 Pure Homogeneous Teams
A homogeneous team only requires a single controller that is copied once for each agent on
the team. To generate such a controller, a four-dimensional CPPN with inputs x1, y1, x2,
and y2 (figure 5.1a) queries the substrate shown in figure 5.1c, which has five inputs, five
hidden nodes, and three output nodes, to determine its connection weights. This substrate is
designed to geometrically correlate sensors to corresponding outputs (e.g. seeing something
on the left and turning left), which allows the CPPN to exploit the geometry of the agent as
shown in Chapter 4. However, the agents themselves have exactly the same policy no matter
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where they are positioned. Thus while each agent is informed by geometry, their policies
cannot differentiate genetically.
5.2 Teams on the Continuum of Heterogeneity
Heterogeneous teams are a greater challenge; how can a single CPPN encode a set of networks
in a pattern, all with related yet varying roles? Generative systems such as HyperNEAT
are naturally suited to capturing such patterns by encoding the policy geometry of the team
as a pattern. The remainder of this section discusses a method by which HyperNEAT can
encode such teams.
The main idea is to place the whole set of networks on the substrate and compute their
connection weights as both a function of their location within each network and within the
larger pattern of multiple networks. The CPPN then queries all the connection weights
in this multiagent substrate (figure 5.1d), which contains five copies of the homogeneous
substrate, one for each agent. Notice that in effect this arrangement assigns a position to
each network within this policy geometry.
The challenge for such a substrate is to tell the CPPN where one agent stops and another
begins; the CPPN could learn this pattern, but it is more effective to tell it where each agent
is from the start. For this purpose, two special function nodes are added to the initial CPPN
(whose topology later evolves through HyperNEAT; figure 5.1b) so that each receives input
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Figure 5.1: Multiagent HyperNEAT. This figure depicts the CPPNs and substrates that
encode multiple agents with HyperNEAT. The CPPN in (a) generates a single controller
for a single agent or a homogeneous team of agents. The single controller substrate that is
queried by this CPPN is shown in (c). In contrast, the CPPN in (b) encodes a heterogeneous
team by sampling the substrate in (d), which is made up of the single substrate (c) copied
five times, but repeated across the substrate. The r(x) nodes above x1 and x2 in the initial
heterogeneous CPPN (b) repeat the x coordinate frame (e), duplicating it for each agent (f)
while also maintaining a global coordinate system through x1 and x2. In this way, the CPPN
can create patterns across both the agents’ bodies and the team as a whole. If the same
point is sampled within any two agents in (e), r(x) will return the same value (though x will
not), giving agents on the team their own coordinate frame. Note that CPPNs depicted in
(a) and (b) increase in complexity over evolution through the NEAT algorithm.
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from either x1 or x2 and outputs a coordinate frame, r(x), that repeats the same set of
coordinates once per agent (figure 5.1f), thereby telling the CPPN where each node is within
each individual agent. That is, r(x) compresses y = x and repeats it the same number of
times as there are agents on the team. The CPPN thus sees both the coordinate frame r(x)
within each agent and the coordinate frame x of the entire team (from CPPN inputs x1 and
x2). In this way, it can simultaneously encode shared patterns within agents (i.e. by basing
them on the repeating coordinate frame) and patterns that vary across teams (e.g. agents
on the left can mirror the behaviors of agents on the the right through a symmetric function
of absolute position).
The heterogeneous substrate formalizes the idea of encoding a team as a pattern of
policies. This capability is powerful because generating each agent with the same CPPN
means they can share tactics and policies while still exhibiting variation across the policy
geometry. In other words, policies are spread across the substrate in a pattern just as role
assignment in a human team forms a pattern across a field. However, even as roles vary,
many skills are shared, an idea elegantly captured by indirect encodings. The complete
multiagent HyperNEAT algorithm is enumerated in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 Multiagent HyperNEAT
1. Set the substrate to contain the necessary number of agents (figure 5.1d).
2. Initialize a population of minimal CPPNs (figure 5.1b) with random weights.
3. Repeat until a solution is found or the maximum number of generations are reached:
(a) For each CPPN in the population:
i. Query it for the weight of each connection in the substrate within each agent’s
ANN. If the absolute value of the output exceeds a threshold magnitude,
create the connection with a weight scaled proportionally to the output value
(figure 3.1).
ii. Assign the generated ANNs to the appropriate agents and run the team in
the task domain to ascertain fitness.
(b) Reproduce the CPPNs according to the NEAT method to create the next gener-
ation’s population
5.3 Seeding
Seeding each agent of a multiagent team with the behavior of a single pre-trained agent
exploits the fact that effective teams often lie close to pure homogeneity on the continuum
of heterogeneity. That is, most teams include agents that share a number of skills. For
example, all members of a soccer team know how to kick, pass, and dribble a ball. Thus
it would be inefficient if each agent had to learn these basic skills separately. In this way,
training a single agent to master the core skill set is not only computationally more efficient
(only one agent needs to be simulated), but generally leads to more efficient learning of team-
wide strategies. While most multiagent learning methods can seed teams, because they are
agnostic to the team policy geometry, they cannot subsequently vary the seed policy along
the policy geometry.
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In contrast, multiagent HyperNEAT creates teams as a function of their policy geometry
and can alter the seed policy by gradually shifting it away from pure homogeneity along
the continuum of heterogeneity. The challenge for multiagent HyperNEAT is to make a
strong single policy represent the policies of an entire team. Pure homogeneous teams
are trivial to seed because such teams only require one controller that is copied to each
member of the team; thus seeding the team requires only that evolution is started with
a population of controllers derived from the seed. However, the same method does not
work with heterogeneous teams because a CPPN that represents a single agent does not
automatically represent a whole team. Thus it is necessary to slightly alter the CPPN that
represents a single agent’s controller so that it can encode the controllers of every agent on
a team.
Recall that the CPPN that represents a single agent takes the four inputs x1, y1, x2, and
y2 (figure 5.1a). The substrate also requires the r(x) function to divide the agents. Thus
r(x) must be added to the seed CPPN such that the seed policy is preserved. The r(x)
function is intended to repeat once per agent. If there is only one agent, r(x) need only
repeat once, in which case r(x) = x. Thus a single-controller substrate is just a special
case of the heterogeneous substrate. Therefore, by diverting the x1 and x2 inputs in the
single agent CPPN (figure 5.2, left) to new r(x) nodes, the CPPN generates a repeating
connectivity pattern in the substrate. All connections originally leaving x1 and x2 are then
moved to project from their respective r(x) nodes (figure 5.2, right). Each agent in the
team thereby becomes a copy of the seed policy because nothing initially connects x1 and
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Figure 5.2: Heterogeneous seeding. From a CPPN that generates a successful single agent,
multiagent HyperNEAT can generate a team of agents. To allow the CPPN to differentiate
between team members, the CPPN at left is modified. The CPPN is altered so that the
x1 and x2 inputs feed into two new nodes (shown at right). All connections that originally
projected from the inputs are changed to project from these new nodes (darkened) instead.
This change maintains the coordinate frame of a single agent in the r(x) nodes, while the x1
and x2 inputs now denote the coordinate frame of the team, allowing the CPPN to generate
patterns relevant to both.
x2 to the rest of the CPPN (which would allow variation over the policy geometry) except
through r(x). During evolution, however, mutations can connect the absolute x coordinates
to the rest of the network, yielding increasingly heterogeneous behavior. This technique
works because the coordinate system defined by r(x) for each agent is exactly the same as
the single agent’s coordinate system (figure 5.1e), except that now it repeats several times
across x (figure 5.1f).
The next chapter describes a multiagent experiment designed to establish the promise of
the overall multiagent HyperNEAT approach introduced so far.
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CHAPTER 6
MULTIAGENT PREDATOR-PREY EXPERIMENT
This chapter describes a multiagent HyperNEAT experiment designed to validate the ap-
proach in a predator-prey domain. Details of the experiment were first published by myself
and Kenneth Stanley at the Genetic and Evolutionary Computation Conference (GECCO-
2008) [DS08] and won the best paper award in the Generative and Developmental Systems
track.
6.1 Predator-Prey Experiment
The aim of the experiment is to establish the potential of representing a team as a pattern of
policies. Cooperative multiagent predator-prey is a good platform to test this idea because
the task is challenging yet easy to understand. Through an indirect encoding like multiagent
HyperNEAT, the hope is that tightly coordinated agent policies can be encoded as a pattern.
In the version of predator-prey in this section, agents cannot see their teammates, and
because prey run away from nearby predators, it is easy for one predator to undermine
another’s pursuit by knocking its prey off its path. Therefore, predators must learn consistent
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roles that complement those of their allies. At the same time, agents need basic skills in
interpreting and reacting to their sensors. Because multiagent HyperNEAT creates all the
agent ANNs from the same CPPN, it has the potential to balance these delicate ingredients.
For the experimental parameters see the Appendix.
6.1.1 Predators and Prey
Each predator agent on the team is controlled by the ANN in figure 6.1b. Predators are
equipped with five rangefinder sensors spanning a 180◦ arc that detect prey within 300 units.
Their goal is to capture (i.e. intercept) the prey agents by positioning themselves so that
a prey is visible to their front sensor and less than 25 units away (this area is shown as a
shaded cone in figure 6.1a). Predators cannot sense each other.
At each discrete moment of time, a predator can turn up to 36◦ and move up to five units
forward. The number of units moved is 5F , where F is the forward effector output. The
predator also turns by (L− R) × 36◦, where L is the left effector output and R is the right
effector output. A negative value is interpreted as a right turn.
Prey agents are programmed to maintain their current location until they are threatened;
if there is a predator within 50 units the prey moves in the opposite direction of the closest
predator. Prey move at the maximum speed of predator agents. That way, it is impossible
for a single predator to catch a prey.
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Figure 6.1: Single Predator Substrate Configuration. An autonomous robot (a) is equipped
with five sensors, spanning a 180◦ arc in front of it and labeled 1 through 5 from left to right.
The substrate that controls the robot (b) is arranged such that the placement of inputs in
the ANN corresponds to the physical locations of the sensors on the robot (e.g. the leftmost
sensor corresponds to the leftmost input). Similarly, the outputs of the network are related
to their effects on the agent and correspond to the sensors (e.g. the left turn output is on
the left side of the network and above the leftmost sensor input). Such placement allows the
CPPN to easily generate connectivity patterns that respect the geometry of the problem,
such as left-right symmetry.
The predator team starts each trial in a line, spaced 100 units apart, facing the prey
(figure 6.2). The environment the agents inhabit is physically unbounded, and each trial lasts
1, 000 time steps. At the end of each trial the team receives a score of 10, 000P +(1, 000− t),
where P is the number of prey captured and t is the time it takes to catch all the prey. If all
prey are not captured, t is set to 1, 000. Team fitness is the sum of the scores from two trials
on which the team is evaluated. This fitness function encourages the predators to capture
all the prey as quickly as possible.
The major challenge for the predators is to coordinate despite their inability to see one
another. This restriction encourages establishing a priori policies for cooperation because
agents thus have little information to infer each others’ current states. Such situations are not
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(a) Triangle (b) Diamond (c) Square
Figure 6.2: Prey Formations. The prey (upper agents) can be arranged in three formations.
The predators (lower agents) are always placed in the same evenly-spaced line below the
prey. Each formation presents a unique challenge.
uncommon. Military units often form plans, split up, and execute complicated maneuvers
with little to no contact with each other [Dup90].
6.1.2 Homogeneous vs. Heterogeneous Policies
To investigate whether role-differentiation helps, teams of cooperative agents can be homo-
geneous or heterogeneous. Homogeneous teams must rely on their current perceived state
to differentiate themselves, which is effective in some tasks [BM03]. In contrast, heteroge-
neous teams have more tactical options available because the search does not need to find
one global policy that works for all agents in all cases, that is, it can separate the problem
among agents. Such separation can be distributed logically across the team (e.g. agents on
the left attack prey on the left). Additionally, while the policies may be heterogeneous, they
likely should overlap by a significant amount (e.g. all predators know how to turn to face
prey).
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In three-predator/one-prey predator-prey, Yong and Miikkulainen [YM07] showed that
coevolved heterogeneous teams are more effective than homogeneous. This chapter takes
this result a step further by testing whether larger heterogeneous teams generated by indi-
rect encodings can encode appropriate patterns of behavior. Thus both homogeneous and
heterogeneous teams, as described in Chapter 5, are compared in each experiment.
6.1.3 Seeding
In addition to starting evolution from scratch as normal, this experiment also investigates
injecting knowledge into the initial search by seeding evolution so that the initial population
contains variations on a seed genome. While this genome can be from previous evolution
or hand-crafted to exploit a particular aspect of the problem, the interesting idea afforded
by multiagent HyperNEAT is to seed multiagent learning with the genome of a single agent
(Section 5.3). Seeding a team with a single strong agent is effective because a single policy
with a set of basic skills is faster and easier to evolve than a whole team.
To verify that seeding in this manner is useful in this domain, both heterogeneous and
homogeneous teams are tested with and without evolutionary seeds. The seed is created by
evolving a single predator agent that is evaluated only on its ability to chase prey, which is a
good starting point for multiagent predators. Strong single agents were typically discovered
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in less than 50 generations and the best-performing agent among them is the seed for the
reported experiments.
6.1.4 Prey Formations
Agent teams face two conflicting goals: robust generalization and specialization for efficiency.
To balance these goals, while each team is trained on only one of three prey formations (tri-
angle, diamond, and square; figure 6.2), they are trained on two variations of that formation.
Training on only one formation encourages discovering specific tactics to deal with the specific
formation, enabling the teams to capture prey more quickly. However, training on multiple
variations of the same formation encourages teams to develop robustness to minor changes
in that formation. To generate these variations, while the number of prey is constant, their
locations are changed by varying the angle or length of the formations.
Each formation creates a significantly different challenge because they not only vary in
number of prey, but also in how many prey can be initially seen by each predator. Thus
each approach is tested on a variety of multiagent scenarios.
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6.2 Predator-Prey Results
Performance in this section is measured as the time remaining after capturing all the prey,
averaged across each formation variant. Each trial is run for 5, 000 time steps. The maximum
(though impossible) score is thus 5, 000 and the minimum score is 0 if all prey are not cap-
tured. This measure, which highlights completion of the task, does not necessarily increase
with generations like fitness because if a potential solution solves one training example but
not the other, it may have to sacrifice performance on the solved example to solve the other.
Nevertheless, performance follows a general upward trend over generations and reveals the
ultimate quality of solutions.
6.2.1 Training Performance
Figure 6.3 shows training performance over generations for teams with homogeneous and
heterogeneous policies, with and without seeding, on the formations in figure 6.2. In all
three scenarios, the most successful approach was the seeded heterogeneous team, which
outperformed all teams across all configurations. Although the difference between seeded
heterogeneous and heterogeneous is only significant in the square formation (p < 0.001
after generation 714 according to Student’s t-test) and diamond formation (p < 0.05 after
generation 521), it is significant versus both homogeneous approaches on all formations
(eventually at least p < 0.01). Also in every formation, unseeded heterogeneous performed
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second best (eventually at least p < 0.05 on all formations), followed by seeded homogeneous
(p < 0.001 after generation 10 versus homogeneous on triangle, 124 on diamond, and not
significant on square) and unseeded homogeneous. Both homogeneous team types could not
consistently solve training examples.
A potential question is whether the heterogeneous substrate gains an advantage simply
by having more nodes. To check this possibility, all homogeneous experiments were repeated
with a substrate with the same number of hidden nodes as the heterogeneous substrate
(i.e. a single member of the homogeneous team has 25 nodes, as many as the entire team
of heterogeneous agents). The performance of the resulting homogeneous teams was not
significantly different, which confirms that the distribution of policies on the substrate is
what favors heterogeneous teams.
While the different formations do not change the overall ranking of the policy distribu-
tions, the teams did perform differently on them. It turns out that the formations increase in
difficulty by number of prey because as the number of prey increases, the viability of picking
off one prey at a time decreases; thus the teams require more holistic solutions to capture
more prey, widening the gap between heterogeneous and homogeneous teams.
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Figure 6.3: Comparing Performance of Different Training Methods. The performance of each
training method on the three formations is shown, each averaged over twenty runs. In all
cases heterogeneous teams significantly outperform homogeneous teams and seeded teams
outperform unseeded.
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6.2.2 Generalization
Solutions were tested for their ability to generalize to seven variants of each training forma-
tion. Diamond formations vary in length from 100 to 300 units, squares vary in side length
from 75 to 225 units, and triangles vary from 0◦ to 180◦. The most general solutions perform
well on both training and testing, for a total of nine variants of each formation. To make
the comparison fair, only the most general solutions produced by each of the twenty runs
of evolution are compared. That way reported results indicate the best each approach can
do. This method of testing generalization follows Gruau et al. [GWP96] and is designed to
compare the best overall individuals.
Figure 6.4 shows that generalization performance is highly correlated with training per-
formance (i.e. the ranking of approaches is the same as in training), which means that
heterogeneous roles provide a significant advantage. Only the seeded heterogeneous strategy
produces teams that could solve all nine scenarios. The most general teams usually employ
the same policy for each variant, although some heterogeneous teams change their policy
depending on the specific variant.
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Figure 6.4: Generalization Performance. Average performance is shown for each approach
on the nine variants of each prey formation, averaged over twenty runs. Heterogeneous
methods generalize significantly better than homogeneous (at least p < 0.01 in all cases
except unseeded heterogeneous versus seeded homogeneous on triangle) and seeding produces
significantly better performance than starting from scratch (at least p < 0.05 in all cases).
The main conclusions is that both heterogeneity and seeding afford significant advantage in
generalizing in this domain.
6.2.3 Typical Behaviors
This section discusses the different strategies discovered by each of the team representations.
Videos of coordinated team behaviors are available at http://eplex.cs.ucf.edu/mah.html
The best pure homogeneous teams rely almost exclusively on every predator finding a
prey and chasing it in a circular pattern; if two of these circles overlap one of the predators
eventually sees the prey being chased by the other and starts to move toward it. If the
predators are well-aligned when one sees the other’s prey, they continue to move toward
each other and capture both prey; if they are not aligned, one predator abandons its prey to
capture the one being chased by the other predator. This policy is somewhat general across
prey formations, but if there are no other predators nearby, one predator may chase one prey
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forever. Also, it is inefficient because much time is wasted by running in circles rather than
capturing prey.
In contrast, heterogeneous agents employ a variety of effective techniques, many exhibit-
ing interesting policy variations based on the team’s initial geometric layout, confirming
the ability of the multiagent CPPN to encode patterns across the substrate. In one policy,
predators hunt for prey in packs of two or three, commonly teaming with adjacent agents.
Upon seeing a prey, they approach from opposite sides and either capture the prey with a
pincer attack or trap the prey between them, moving in parallel with the prey until they
eventually turn to face and capture it. A second heterogeneous policy is corralling, in which
predators compress the prey into a tightly-packed cluster and then capture them (figure 6.5).
A variation of corralling involves some of the predators moving around the perimeter of the
prey and forcing them to run toward the center of the formation, while others form a fence
and slowly advance toward the cluster. Corralling is usually symmetric and a result of pol-
icy mirroring, which means that predators from the east and west starting positions rotate
around the prey in opposite directions to maximize efficiency. A third policy deploys posts,
which are usually the predators on the left and right starting positions, who serve as sta-
tionary traps. Mobile predators then chase prey into the posts. Another interesting policy
involves a single predator (usually the center) advancing forward while other predators chase
prey towards it. Almost all heterogeneous solutions rely on one or a combination of these
policies, although a few exhibit behaviors similar to homogeneous solutions.
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(a) Beginning (b) Middle (c) End
Figure 6.5: Corralling Example. The predators begin by crossing to the opposite side of the
prey from which they started (a), causing the prey to retreat inward. The predators then
repeatedly circle the prey (b) who continue moving inward away from the predators until
they are compacted enough that the predators can easily surround and capture them (c).
While seeded and unseeded solutions employ generally the same tactics, the major differ-
ence is that unseeded teams often include agents that serve no useful purpose. Such agents
spin in circles, move away from the prey, or just sit still. This inefficiency explains the overall
lower performance of unseeded strategies, confirming that starting with basic skills provides
a solid foundation for eventual differentiation.
6.3 Predator-Prey Discussion
The result that heterogeneous teams significantly outperform homogeneous in training and
generalization demonstrates that the multiagent HyperNEAT approach successfully encodes
heterogeneous roles that contribute to superior performance. The ability to encode patterns
of behavior across a team is critical to success in multiagent learning and thereby addresses a
major challenge in the field. The HyperNEAT method allows team behavior to be represented
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as variation on a theme encoded in a single genome, meaning that key skills need not be
rediscovered for separate agents. Furthermore, because multiagent policies are represented
by a CPPN, they are assigned to separate agents as a function of their relative geometry,
while simultaneously exploiting the agents’ internal geometries.
Seeding evolution was also beneficial. This capability captures the idea that real-life
teams (e.g. in soccer) often share a critical basic skill set that can be learned faster by an
individual agent than an entire team. While HyperNEAT naturally encodes variations on a
theme, finding the right underlying theme can initially be challenging. Seeding bootstraps
the process, providing a mechanism to inject domain knowledge.
While these results are promising, a further desirable property of multiagent systems
is scalability [PL05], and an exciting potential extension to multiagent HyperNEAT is the
ability to change the team size without further evolution. Because HyperNEAT CPPNs
encode policies as a function of their positions, individuals added to the substrate at new
positions should naturally receive gracefully interpolated policies. Also, in the same way, the
team can dynamically reassign policies when an agent is lost or damaged simply by shifting
their positions on the substrate. The next chapter discusses changes to the algorithm and
representation that allow such scaling to take place and presents scaling results in predator-
prey and room clearing domains.
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CHAPTER 7
SCALABLE MULTIAGENT HYPERNEAT
As discussed in Section 2.1.1, traditional multiagent learning techniques struggle to represent
cooperative heterogeneous teams of more than a few agents and there are typically few rules
or principles to determine how additional agents could be added after learning has taken
place. However, in many tasks, it would be most convenient if the number of possible agents
was unbounded and independent of the number initially trained. Whether in search and
rescue operations or futuristic nanotechnology procedures, the potential utility of deploying
thousands of agents should be achievable through multiagent learning. In fact, in their recent
survey of cooperative multiagent learning, Panait and Luke [PL05] cite scalability to be a
“major open topic” in the field and go on to say,
The “multi” in multi-agent learning cries out for larger numbers of agents, in the
range of ten to thousands or more. Two- and three-agent scenarios are reasonable
simplifications to make theoretical analysis feasible: but the experimental and
empirical literature ought to strive for more.
Furthermore, because agents may break down or additional ones may become available,
ideally the size of a learned team should be dynamically adjustable after deployment. While
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in the homogeneous case scaling is simply accomplished by adding or subtracting agents
with the same control policy, scaling heterogeneous teams is in principle significantly more
complicated.
Recall again the soccer team in figure 1.1, which includes eleven agents with assigned
roles. How can additional agents be added to such a team, e.g. between the midfielders and
the forwards? Intuitively, the implicit policy geometry suggests that these new agents should
interpolate between the policies of the surrounding agents, that is, they should be relatively
offensive, but not as offensive as the players in front of them. Traditional techniques have
no way to exploit this policy geometry because they treat each agent independently, and
would thus require retraining to assign such new roles to the new agents. However, because
teams in multiagent HyperNEAT are represented by the CPPN as a pattern of policies rather
than as individual agents, the CPPN effectively encodes an infinite number of heterogeneous
agents that can be sampled as needed without the need for additional learning. Thus, if
more agents are required, the substrate can in principle be updated to encompass the new
agents and resampled to assign policies to them without further evolving the CPPN.
The next section explores an alternative to the substrate layout discussed in Chapter 5,
which has properties that make it more amenable to scaling.
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7.1 Substrate Scaling
In theory the heterogeneous substrate can accommodate a variable number of agents by
changing the horizontal (x) length of each agent controller so that the desired number of
controllers fit in the same space as the original number (figure 7.1). The r(x) function that
produces the repeating coordinate frame for each agent is also changed so that it repeats the
appropriate number of times and in the appropriate places, which is accomplished simply
by changing its period. Thus even though the agents become smaller with respect to the
absolute x coordinates, they maintain the same internal coordinates because of r(x). In this
way, interestingly, the policy geometry is exploited to interpolate the roles of new agents.
However, as explained next, scaling in this manner may not produce optimal results.
7.1.1 Alternative Substrate
The danger with scaling the multiagent substrate presented thus far is the confusion that
may result from conflating coordinate axes that have different meanings. In particular, r(x),
which is the internal x-axis of the agent’s ANN, is defined as a periodic function of the global
x-axis of the team. In addition to conflating these potentially orthogonal axes, to scale the
team, the geometric relationships of the nodes on the substrate must be altered. Specifically,
the horizontal size of each ANN is reduced, and some of the nodes of new agents end up
where the nodes of old agents previously existed. Figure 7.2 demonstrates this conflict by
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7 Agent Substrate
Figure 7.1: Initial Concept for Heterogeneous Scaling. Because multiagent HyperNEAT
represents teams as a pattern of policies, it is possible in principle to interpolate new polices
in the policy geometry for additional agents by sampling new points on the substrate. The
substrate remains the same size and the additional agents are squeezed horizontally so that
the new number of agents fit. Additionally, the r(x) function is altered slightly so that it
repeats the correct number of times. However, as explained in Section 7.1.1, this approach
to interpolation can still be improved.
showing the boundaries of agents on a team of size five and how those boundaries shift when
the team is scaled up to seven agents. The problem is that if the learned policy geometry
is based heavily on the global x coordinates then the pattern could be disrupted across
multiple team sizes because the global coordinates may not refer to the same agent on which
the pattern was trained.
Thus, as an alternative to the original approach, axes that define coordinates within
the agent’s “head” and within the team at large can avoid conflation by being orthogonal
to each other. Because the ANN already has two axes (assuming it is in two-dimensional
space), the geometric configuration that captures the appropriate orthogonal structure is
three-dimensional. In this configuration, agent position is now along the newly-introduced
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Figure 7.2: Potential Problem with Scaling. The substrate based on the r(x) function has a
fixed amount of space that is evenly divided among all the agents that are on the team. When
additional agents are added, the agents are compressed horizontally to accommodate the new
number, resulting in parts of the space that used to compose one agent now containing parts
of other agents. This problem is illustrated by observing the agents’ borders at team sizes
five (a) and seven (b). If the pattern of policies is based heavily on the global x coordinate,
new policies may not correctly interpolate because of this conflation.
z-axis; r(x) is no longer necessary, and z simply represents the discrete position of the agent
on the team. Additionally, because the ANN for each agent exists at a discrete z coordinate,
there is no longer a need to compress the substrate coordinates: There is effectively room for
an infinite number of agents without conflict. When scaling, agents can therefore simply be
added to the stack at discrete points (figure 7.3). This method is called the stacked substrate
to differentiate it from the previous substrate, which will be called the divided substrate.
It was previously shown that the divided substrate could be seeded with a strong starter
policy (Section 5.3). The stacked substrate also possesses this capability. Recall that a
CPPN that represents a single agent takes the four inputs x1, y1, x2, and y2 (figure 5.1a).
This CPPN represents a two-dimensional connectivity pattern, whereas the stacked agent
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Z5 Agent Substrate
scaled to
Z
7 Agent Substrate
Figure 7.3: Stacked Substrate Heterogeneous Scaling. The stacked substrate places the ANN
for each agent at a coordinate on the z-axis, effectively making a stack of two-dimensional
substrates. It is scaled by inserting new two-dimensional substrate slices along the z-axis.
Because each new slice exists at a fixed z coordinate, adding new agents does not affect
existing agents. This representation is thus more amenable to scaling than the divided
approach (figure 7.2).
substrate is three-dimensional. Therefore, a new z input is added to the network, although
with no connections to the existing network (figure 7.4). Only one z input is necessary
because each agent exists at an infinitesimal point on the z-axis. In this way, the CPPN can
now be queried for the policies of a team of agents. However, because the only factor that
differentiates the agents, z, is not connected to the network, the team is initially homogeneous
(as with the initial seeded divided substrate). However, once z is connected to the network
by mutation, the CPPN can create variations of the seed policy based on the policy geometry
along z.
To demonstrate the benefit of the stacked substrate over the divided substrate, it is
necessary to compare the two to ensure that the purported benefits of the stack do not come
at the price of representational power or hidden disadvantages. Therefore, both substrates
are next tested and compared in the predator-prey domain from Chapter 6.
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Figure 7.4: Stacked Substrate Seeding. The stacked substrate can also be seeded with
a high-performing single-agent policy. To do so, the original CPPN (left) is given a new z
input that determines which agent is being sampled. This method preserves the original seed
pattern, but again allows multiagent HyperNEAT to create a pattern of policies relevant to
the team’s policy geometry, which varies along z.
7.1.2 Substrate Validation Experiment
The setup for this experiment is exactly the same as the original predator-prey experiment
so as to compare the two substrates fairly. However, to account for minor code changes after
the original experiment, new divided and homogeneous teams were trained along with the
stacked teams.
Figure 7.5 shows the training performance of the teams on the three symmetric formations
(figure 6.2). In all cases, the seeded stacked teams find the most efficient policies and do so
significantly more quickly than the divided substrate and homogeneous teams (eventually at
least p < 0.01 in all cases). The seeded stack was also the only team encoding that found
a successful solution in every run of all three formations. Heterogeneous teams, regardless
of substrate and seeding, consistently significantly outperformed both seeded and unseeded
homogeneous teams (eventually at least p < 0.01 in all cases), again confirming the utility
of a team-wide policy geometry. Additionally, in all but a few heterogeneous cases (triangle
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stacked and triangle divided) the seeded teams significantly outperformed their unseeded
counterparts (eventually at least p < 0.05 in all such cases). Thus the teams still exploit the
fact that good solutions exist close to pure homogeneity on the continuum of heterogeneity.
Most importantly, in all cases, the stacked substrate outperformed the divided substrate,
suggesting that it is at least as powerful for representing heterogeneous multiagent teams.
However, the main reason for introducing the stacked substrate was to facilitate scaling
teams to larger sizes, which is the focus of the next section.
7.2 Scaling Experiments
To scale without further training, the algorithm must have an intelligent way to generate
new policies for new agents. The previous section described such a method for two different
substrates. The experiment described next expands on the results from the previous section
by applying the scaling approaches to the solutions found in the predator-prey domain. This
section then describes another multiagent scaling experiment in a room clearing domain,
which further tests the algorithm’s ability to scale, but in a more real-world application.
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(c) Performance for Square Training
Figure 7.5: Training Performance of Different Substrates. The training performance of
the various teams is shown for each of the three formation shapes, averaged over twenty
runs. In all cases, the seeded stacked substrate teams learned the best solutions the fastest.
Additionally, heterogeneous teams consistently outperformed pure homogeneous teams and
seeded teams consistently outperformed their unseeded counterparts.
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7.2.1 Predator-Prey Scaling Performance
Because multiagent HyperNEAT encodes a team as a pattern of policies distributed across
the geometry of the team rather than as a group of individual agents, each CPPN can encode
the policies of any number of agents, allowing the team size to change without further training.
To confirm this capability, the same teams from Section 7.1.2 that were originally trained
with only five agents were further tested at team sizes of 7, 9, 25, 100, and 1,000 agents on
the same three prey formations. The policies of new agents in heterogeneous configurations
are determined by inserting new networks into the substrate as in figure 7.1 and figure 7.3.
The main question is whether performance can be maintained (and even improved) after
scaling, and which substrate is most effective.
Figure 7.6 and figure 7.7 show the number of successes out of 40 (20 runs on two formation
variations) and the time taken to complete the task for these new team sizes, respectively.
Success is defined as capturing all the prey within the time limit and speed is measured
by how much time is taken to capture all the prey (the full 2,000 ticks per task is given
if the team is unable to capture all of them). The data was collected by testing every
generation champion from each of the 20 runs on all scaling sizes. To compare the best
overall individuals, the one that most quickly captures all the prey in the most new scenarios
is chosen to represent each run. For example, a team that captures all prey at sizes 7, 9, 25
and 100 and takes 500 time steps at each would be preferable to a team that captures all
prey at only 100 and 1,000 regardless of speed. It would also be preferable to a team that
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also captures all prey at 7, 9, 25 and 100 but takes 750 for each. For each type of substrate,
the results of the best scaler from each of the 20 runs is averaged. This method of testing
follows from Gruau et al. [GWP96] and is designed to compare the best overall individuals.
Its advantage is that it gives a sense of the best that is possible to achieve from each method.
This measure of performance is also similar to the jump-start metric in transfer learning
[DAR05], in which policies are evaluated based on the initial performance boost (typically
in the first few learning iterations) when transferred to a new domain, as compared to
starting from scratch in that domain. The difference from the treatment in this chapter is
that in transfer learning the policies typically undergo further training, whereas the goal
for multiagent HyperNEAT in this experiment is to be able to create policies that can be
effective immediately and without further learning in a larger team size.
Note that in general as team size increases, performance should improve because more
predators are available against the same number of prey. However, for that to happen, agents
must remain coordinated even as more are added because the agents cannot sense each other
and therefore it is possible for new agents to unknowingly interfere or simply be redundant
with the strategies of old agents. Thus the question is whether such coordination is indeed
maintained, leading to a gain in performance from adding more agents, and which method
is most effective at exploiting the ability to add more agents overall.
The main result is that multiagent HyperNEAT makes it possible for teams to increase in
size without additional learning. Scaling performance generally mirrors training performance
in the sense that the stacked substrates significantly outperform (both in terms of success rate
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and speed) the divided substrates (at least p < 0.01) except for seeded diamond at size 100
and unseeded square sizes 100 and 1,000. Divided substrates in turn outperform the purely
homogeneous teams (at least p < 0.01) except in the triangle cases, in which the simplicity of
the formation allowed homogeneous scaling to be more effective (although the stacked sub-
strate is still generally superior in these cases). Additionally, the seeded teams significantly
outperform the unseeded versions in the majority of cases (at least p < 0.05). However,
there are some exceptions. For example, in the triangle formation, the homogeneous teams
perform competitively when scaled to large team sizes (figure 7.6a and figure 7.6b). This
boost in performance is explained by the typical behavior of homogeneous agents, which is
to target the closest agent and hope for a collision with another predator. By increasing the
number of predators and leaving the number of prey the same, the chance for a collision in-
creases. However, while they can work, such strategies are still inefficient: Note the difference
in the significantly slower speed of the homogeneous teams in figure 7.7a and figure 7.7b and
the overall poorer performance on the other formations (figure 7.6c-f). For videos of scaled
agent teams see: http://eplex.cs.ucf.edu/multiagent-hyperneat-scaling.html.
Thus the main conclusion is that heterogeneous teams (particularly from stacked sub-
strates), which can interpolate new agent roles through the policy geometry, scale best
(particularly in terms of task completion speed). The superior performance of the stacked
substrate in both training and scaling further suggests that separating individual geometry
from policy geometry is the best approach to configuring the substrate. Therefore, future
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Figure 7.6: Scaling Success Rates of Different Substrates (lower is better). The number of
trials in which all prey were captured is shown for each of the three formation shapes, summed
over twenty runs, with two trials per run. Success rates were determined by the averaging
the performance of the team from each run with the best performance on all team sizes
over all twenty runs. Scaling performance generally mirrors training performance: Seeded
stacked is the best overall, heterogeneous is better than pure homogeneous, and seeded is
better than unseeded.
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Figure 7.7: Scaling Performance of Different Substrates (lower is better). The average
amount of time taken out of 2, 000, summed over both formations, is shown for each team
composition averaged over 20 runs on various team sizes on the three formations. A score
of 4, 000 means no team was able to complete that size. Scaling performance is determined
by averaging the performance of the team from each run with the best performance on all
team sizes over all twenty runs. Again, seeded stacked is the best overall, heterogeneous is
better than pure homogeneous, and seeded is better than unseeded.
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experiments will abandon the divided substrate in favor of the stacked, as in the next section,
where multiagent HyperNEAT is shown to scale in a different multiagent task.
7.2.2 Room Clearing Experiment
In the room-clearing domain, a group of agents enter a room and position themselves to
visually cover as much of the room as possible (assuming 360 degree rotating cameras). Room
clearing is a good domain to further demonstrate the abilities of multiagent HyperNEAT
because in this domain, sensory information alone is inadequate to robustly solve the task
and physical collisions between agents are enforced even though they cannot see each other.
It is also an important military task that may one day be performed by unmanned ground
vehicles. The optimal solution is for each agent to be as far as possible from other agents.
However, the agents’ rangefinder sensors do not directly specify whether a particular area
is already covered by another agent; thus, a priori role assignment is critical to obtaining
good performance. Coordination among varied policies is also necessary because colliding
with other unseen agents may prevent an agent from reaching its desired destination. The
ability to avoid walls and navigate the room are also important for all the agents. As in
the predator-prey domain, multiagent HyperNEAT has the ability to balance the need for
these heterogeneous and homogeneous elements of policy across teams with any number of
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(a) Room Clearing Robot (b) Room Clearing Domain
Figure 7.8: Room Clearing Domain. The agents in the room clearing domain (a) are rep-
resented by the small blue circle. They have 11 rangefinder sensors denoted by the rays
emanating from the agent and have a visual range depicted by the large yellow circle. The
agents must enter a room and spread out so that their combined visual ranges cover as much
area as possible (b).
agents. Based on the predator-prey results, only the stacked substrate is tested against a
homogeneous team in this experiment.
Agents are controlled by ANNs similar in architecture to those in the predator-prey
domain, but augmented with recurrent connections so that agents can potentially retain a
basic memory of past states. Each agent (figure 7.8a) has 11 rangefinder sensors that indicate
the distance to nearby walls but not nearby agents, which reflects a possible configuration
of sensors on real robots and also makes the task more difficult. On each discrete time step,
an agent’s ANN outputs dictate whether it turns and/or moves in small increments. If an
agent requests to move at a velocity that is below a certain threshold, it is interpreted as a
request to stop, and the agent’s motor is disabled for the remainder of the evaluation. The
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room-clearing teams are trained at a size of seven agents because preliminary experiments
showed that seven is the smallest team size for which avoiding overlap is non-trivial. Thus,
because the principle of spreading is the key to scaling effectively, seven is a good size on
which to start to produce a team optimized to spread.
Agents are evaluated in a single rectangular room (figure 7.8b) for 35 simulated seconds
comprised of 0.2 second discrete time steps. Agents begin outside the room in an evenly
spaced vertical line; a fixed policy of moving directly forward is maintained for each agent
until they are inside the room, at which point each agent is under control of its evolved ANN
for the remainder of the evaluation. To measure how much of the room is covered by the
team of agents, a grid is superimposed upon the room. A grid square is deemed covered if
an agent is in close proximity to it. For each of the last 15 seconds of the evaluation, the
number of grid squares inside the room covered by the agents is counted to determine the
team’s fitness score. This measure of fitness encourages agents to spread quickly throughout
a room just as a real team of humans would, to rapidly assess risk.
Experimental parameters are in the Appendix.
7.2.2.1 Scaling in Room Clearing
To test the scaling capability of multiagent HyperNEAT in this domain, the best CPPN
of each generation of training is again tested on several different team sizes without further
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learning. The methodology for scaling is the same, but the details of adding new agents to
each domain varies slightly. While the teams in predator-prey were trained on a number
of sizes that varied substantially (i.e. between 7 and 1,000 agents), the room in the room-
clearing domain is too small to accommodate scaling to very large team sizes. Thus these
teams tested on all odd-numbered team sizes from 9 to 23. These numbers are also more
realistic for an actual military scenario in which some new agents are available to add to a
team. That is, teams in the real world generally fluctuate by a few agents rather than orders
of magnitude.
7.2.2.2 Room Clearing Results
Figure 7.9a shows the training performance over generations of the teams over 20 runs in
the room clearing domain. Results are measured as room coverage over the last 15 seconds
(higher is better). Again, heterogeneous teams find significantly more efficient policies and
do so more quickly than the homogeneous teams (p < 0.001), confirming the utility of a
team-wide policy geometry.
Figure 7.9b shows the scaling performance of the the teams, which were derived in the
same way as the scaling results from predator-prey. As with predator-prey, as team size
increases, performance should generally improve because there are more agents to cover
the same size room. However, such improvement is not guaranteed because the agents
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Figure 7.9: Room Clearing Results. In the room-clearing domain performance (defined as
sum of the number of grid squares covered by the team during the evaluation period) is
averaged over twenty runs. Heterogeneous teams learned the best solutions and learned
them more quickly than homogeneous. Additionally, heterogeneous teams were better able
to scale at all teams sizes. In fact homogeneous teams actually begin to lose performance as
team size grows due to inefficiencies with their strategies.
cannot sense each other so it is possible for new agents to unknowingly interfere or become
redundant with the previously existing agents. Thus the question is whether coordination
is maintained so that performance improves as more agents are added. Scaling performance
generally mirrors training performance in the sense that the heterogeneous teams significantly
outperform (p < 0.001) the homogeneous teams. Interestingly, while homogeneous teams
also benefit from more agents in the predator-prey task, their performance begins to decline
as more agents are added in room clearing. For videos of room clearing behaviors see
http://eplex.cs.ucf.edu/mahnaamas2010.html.
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7.3 Scaling Discussion
In their recent survey of cooperative multiagent learning, Panait and Luke [PL05] cite scal-
ability to be a “major open topic” in the field. In a first step in this direction, multiagent
HyperNEAT was able to create teams of heterogeneous agents that could scale several or-
ders of magnitude in size without further training. Such a task is prohibitive for traditional
heterogeneous multiagent learning techniques, yet multiagent HyperNEAT accomplished it
by representing the teams as patterns rather than as individual agents and exploiting the
policy geometry of the teams.
Scaling existing teams is beneficial for a number of reasons. As discussed earlier, an ideal
application of scaling would be to add seamlessly new agents to a team as they become
available. Scaling could also be used in the opposite manner, that is, when agents must be
removed from a team. For example, they might be malfunctioning, damaged, or just needed
elsewhere. In such cases, a team could be dynamically scaled down and continue to operate.
An important difference between the results in predator-prey and in room clearing is that
while the heterogeneous policies improve on average in both domains with more agents, the
homogeneous policies degrade on average as the team gets larger in room clearing. The tech-
nical reason for this disparity is that the collisions in the small room mean that adding more
agents that all do the same thing will eventually cause a pile-up. However, more generally,
it shows that adding more agents is not always automatically helpful; thus the ability to
intelligently interpolate intermediate policies along a cooperative spectrum will sometimes
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be critical to enabling scaling, highlighting the utility of policy geometry. Furthermore,
even though the homogeneous team does improve with more agents in predator-prey, its
performance is still significantly worse than every heterogeneous team size, which means
that simply improving through scaling is not enough; the idea is to improve a policy that is
already good, which is possible through heterogeneous policy geometry.
Finally, this chapter compared two methods of representing teams in multiagent Hyper-
NEAT: the divided substrate and the stacked substrate. In both training and scaling the
stacked substrate was significantly better than the divided. This disparity can be largely
attributed to the fact that the stacked substrate does not conflate the axis of policy geometry
and an axis of the agent’s brain as the divided substrate does. While this conflation may
seem to be appropriate, especially when the agents are literally placed in a line such that
the geometry of the agent’s brain and the policy geometry are along the same axis (as in the
predator-prey experiments), the results show that separating the two, as with the stacked
substrate, produces superior results. As a result, experiments in later chapters exclusively
use the stacked substrate.
The next chapter revisits the predator-prey domain to compare multiagent HyperNEAT
with a multiagent reinforcement learning technique based on SARSA(λ) in both training
and scaling large multiagent teams.
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CHAPTER 8
COMPARISON WITH REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
This chapter serves two important purposes. First, it validates the power of exploiting policy
geometry by comparing multiagent HyperNEAT to a multiagent approach that does not
exploit it called SARSA(λ) [SB98] in a predator-prey domain. SARSA(λ) is a good choice
for this comparison because it is a popular reinforcement learning algorithm that has been
applied to both cooperative multiagent systems [SSK05] and predator-prey scenarios [ISK03,
KHB05]. Because both multiagent HyperNEAT and SARSA(λ) have been shown to succeed
in this type of domains, it makes a good benchmark in which to compare performance.
The second purpose of this chapter is to further determine the scalability of multiagent
HyperNEAT by both increasing the difficulty of problems when scaling up, and testing the
algorithm’s ability to scale pre-training, that is, its ability to train very large teams.
8.1 Predator-Prey Experiment
This experiment also takes place in a predator-prey domain similar to the one in Chapters
6 and 7. Recall that the goal is for a team of predators to capture (i.e. intercept) the prey,
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but that the predators cannot see each other or communicate, creating a difficult scenario
wherein agents must learn complementary policies despite their inability to interact directly.
The predators, in fact, must work together because a single predator cannot capture a prey,
which runs away from the nearest predator. Thus the prey cannot simply be chased and
it is easy for predators to interfere with each other. Unlike other predator-prey domains
[JG00, ISK03, KHB05, PT09] the environment is neither a fixed size nor toroidal, allowing
an arbitrary number of predators and prey to fit in the world, and facilitating the scaling
experiments. However, the predator-prey domain in this chapter also differs in important
ways from that presented previously in this dissertation. The remainder of this section
details these differences.
8.1.1 Predators and Prey
The major difference between the predators in this experiment and those presented previously
is that, to make the domain more amenable to reinforcement learning (i.e. the SARSA(λ)
method), they are limited to a set of discrete actions. That is, rather than choosing a
continuous forward velocity and turn angle at each time step, predators instead choose
among three set actions: turning left 90◦, turning right 90◦, or moving forward one unit.
The substrate that controls each agent remains unchanged (figure 6.1b), but the decision on
which action is performed is based on the highest output, with ties defaulting to forward.
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The only difference for the prey agents is that they now move at twice the speed of a predator,
but they still run away at the exact opposite angle as the closest predator.
To encode the continuous values returned by the predator’s five rangefinder sensors,
SARSA(λ) employs Sutton’s tile coding algorithm [Sut09], with eight tilings and a tile
width of 0.2 to create the state representation. Tile coding is a coarse coding method
used to increase generalization and encode large or continuous state spaces compactly for
reinforcement learning, and has previously been applied to MARL [WB10, SSK05]. The
state space is partitioned into several tilings, which are further broken into tiles, such that
each tile represents a discrete feature. The number of tilings and tile width were chosen to
encourage generalization, and because the values produced the best results in preliminary
experiments. For a complete description of tile coding see Sutton [Sut96]. Reinforcement
learning agents select actions with an -greedy approach during training, where  = 0.01,
and pure-greedy selection during testing.
8.1.2 Prey Formations
The predator team starts each trial in a line, 4 units apart, facing the prey (figure 8.1).
The environment the agents inhabit is physically unbounded, and each trial lasts 500 time
steps. For SARSA(λ) teams, each agent receives the same reward r at each time step, where
r = pc
pt
−1, pc is the number of prey captured, and pt is the total number of prey, until either
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the time limit expires or all prey have been captured. This reward scheme follows precedent
in prior applications of MARL that reward all agents collectively for team success [SSK05].
Trials were also attempted with individual rewards, but performance was markedly worse,
further supporting the chosen scheme. Because they are evolved, HyperNEAT teams do not
receive rewards over the trial; instead they are given a fitness value of (1,000pc
pt
) + (500− t),
where t is the time taken to capture all the prey or 500 if not all prey were captured.
Both measures incentivize the predators to capture as many prey as possible, as quickly as
possible. Teams are trained on one of two formations: the line or the L (figure 8.1a and b,
respectively), both of which presents a different challenge to the teams. Note that a major
difference between these formations and those in the previous predator-prey experiments is
that the number of prey in a formation is a function of the number of predators that are
attempting to capture them. Thus problem difficulty now scales with team size, creating a
greater challenge for teams that scale.
In the line, there are half as many prey as predators. The prey are positioned 10 units
away from the predators vertically and spaced 4(2pt−1)
pt
units apart horizontally, starting from
the same x-coordinate as the predators, but shifted by half the normal spacing amount.
Thus the prey are spread across the same distance as the predators, but with a slight space
on the edges to encourage predators to approach the prey. An interesting property of the
line regarding cooperation is that it is symmetric, so teams should in principle be able to
develop symmetric strategies to capture the prey. In addition, all the prey are seen by
at least one predator at the start of the simulation so exploration is not required, that is,
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(a) Line Formation (b) L Formation
Figure 8.1: Prey Formations. The prey (red circles) are arranged in either a line (a) or an L
(b) formation, thereby testing both symmetric and asymmetric scenarios. This figure depicts
both formations with eight predators (blue squares), although the number of predators and
prey can change. The predators are always placed in an evenly-spaced line below the prey.
together the predators have complete information about the prey. However, because they
cannot communicate, individual predators still have limited state information.
The L formation is a more complex test of coordination for the teams because it is
asymmetric. Thus the agents have to learn specific roles for specific locations. In previous
chapters multiagent HyperNEAT was only tested on symmetric prey formations, but teams
were able to develop both symmetric and asymmetric strategies. Also, the prey are not
fully-observable from the start, that is, many of them cannot be seen by any predators when
the simulation begins. Thus exploration is necessary to solve the task. Finally, the L has
almost double the prey of the line, which makes the task more complex and time-consuming.
The first half of the prey are placed exactly as in the line formation. The remaining prey are
placed behind the left-most prey in a straight line back, five units apart. Note that unlike the
line in the L formation, the maximum distance between the a predator and prey increases
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depending on the number of prey, thus in sizes 128 and 256 of the L a predator cannot
actually reach all the prey within the time limit, so these sizes will not be investigated. Also,
size two of the L is identical to the line at size two, so it will also not best tested in these
experiments.
8.1.3 Scaling
In contrast to the scaling experiments in Chapter 7, this chapter discusses two forms of
scalability. The first is pre-training scaling, wherein the learning algorithm knows how many
agents are on the team before training starts. Thus this type of scaling tests the scalability of
the learning algorithm itself. Such a property is important if large-scale, real world problems
are to be solved with the method. The other type of scaling is scaling without further learning
as in Chapter 7 and is referred to as post-training scaling in this chapter to distinguish the
two measures. However, interpolated scaling is a unique capability of HyperNEAT, making
a direct post-training comparison between methods difficult. Therefore, because SARSA(λ)
lacks such a capability, its post-training scaling will be tested by duplicating the policies of
existing agents such that when a team is scaled up by a factor of S, the first S agents will
have the first agent’s policy, the second S agents will have the second agent’s policy, and so
on.
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Thus, both methods will be tested in their ability to scale both pre and post-training
with team sizes ranging from 2− 1,024 agents, wherein each team size is double the last (i.e.
2, 4, 8, etc.). Teams will be trained on sizes of up to 256 agents for the line and 64 for the
L and tested on up to 1,024 for the line and 64 for the L.
8.1.4 Seeding
Seeding for multiagent HyperNEAT is handled the same way as in previous predator-prey
experiments (Section 7.1.1). However, SARSA(λ) can also take advantage of seeding by
starting each agent with a known good policy. Therefore, for SARSA(λ), the weights of a
single agent are copied to all agents on the team. In both cases the single seed agent was
trained to chase prey as closely as possible (recall that a single predator cannot capture prey,
so chasing is the best starting point possible). Solutions were found in both cases in under
5,000 evaluations and form the basis for seeding experiments.
Although the initial seeded team for both methods (i.e. a homogeneous group of predators
that can chase prey) is unlikely to be able to solve the problem directly, such a team should
provide a good starting point for agents to differentiate and then solve the problem. The key
difference between SARSA(λ) and multiagent HyperNEAT in this respect is that multiagent
HyperNEAT can discover a policy geometry with which to vary this base policy, whereas
SARSA(λ) must independently learn how to change each agent’s individual behavior to best
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suit the team’s goal. To verify that this capability is important, multiagent HyperNEAT
and SARSA(λ) are also tested with seeded policies.
8.1.5 Reinforcement Learning Parameters
In the SARSA(λ) runs, λ = 0.9,  = 0.01, and α = 0.05. In addition, the implementation uses
Sutton’s tile coding software [Sut09] with five variables, eight tilings, and a tile width of 0.2.
These values were found to produce the best results through preliminary experimentation.
For multiagent HyperNEAT parameters see the Appendix.
8.2 Comparison Results
To test the pre-training ability of each method to scale, teams were trained on sizes 2, 4, 8,
16, 32, 64, 128, and 256 for the line and 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64 for the L. The main question
is whether the methods can continue to find effective solutions as team size (and also the
number of prey) increases. Note that because the states of the agents are egocentric and
the agents do not see each other, the state-space does not necessarily grow for individual
agents as in other multiagent problems. However, as more prey are added, the possibility of
more sensors being simultaneously activated at different values does increase, meaning that
an agent is more likely to encounter a larger number of more varied states as the number
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of prey increase. Additionally, as more agents are added, the potential for conflicts among
agent policies increases. Figure 8.2 and figure 8.3 show how each method scales with pre-
training (i.e. the teams were trained at the desired team size) on the line and L formations,
respectively. In both figures, the first graph shows the average number of evaluations until
the first solution was found and the second graph shows the average number of timesteps
during simulation until all the prey are captured for the best solution of each run. In both
cases lower values are better and if a bar is at the maximum value (50,000 evaluations or
500 timesteps), it means that no teams were able to solve the problem at that size for that
method.
For the line formation, the most striking result is that while HyperNEAT is able to
consistently find solutions for teams of up to 256 agents, SARSA(λ) stops being able to find
solutions above only 16 agents. In fact, each time the number of predators and prey doubles,
the number of evaluations SARSA(λ) requires to solve the problem increases by an order
of magnitude. The results are similar in the L: Multiagent HyperNEAT finds solutions for
all tested sizes, but SARSA(λ) can only find solutions for size four. Therefore, multiagent
HyperNEAT, with the ability to encode and learn the policies of an entire team and the
relationships among them simultaneously, is better able to deal with the conflicts that arise
in a large multiagent domain.
Note that the fact that HyperNEAT and SARSA(λ) are comparable up to about eight
agents on the line is an important validation that the SARSA(λ) implementation works. Of
course, an important concern in comparisons between different approaches is that all are
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Figure 8.2: Line Pre-Training Scaling. The performance of each method for pre-training
scaling on the line formation is shown. In almost all cases multiagent HyperNEAT teams are
able to find better solutions more quickly than SARSA(λ). After 16 agents, SARSA(λ) can
no longer solve the task, while HyperNEAT is still able to solve it up to 256 agents. Results
are averaged over ten runs.
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Figure 8.3: L Pre-Training Scaling. The L formation was more difficult than the line due
to the exploration necessary to solve the problem. However, multiagent HyperNEAT was
able to find solutions consistently for all tested sizes. SARSA(λ) could only find solutions at
the smallest size of four, and seeded SARSA(λ) was unable to find any solutions. Note that
because the distance between the furthest prey and the predators doubles each time the size
increases, it is also reasonable for the time to capture the prey to double as well. Results
again are averaged over ten runs.
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implemented properly; the competitive results at the smaller scales provide evidence that
the disparity at higher scales is not only implementation-dependent.
For the team sizes that both methods could solve, multiagent HyperNEAT was only sig-
nificantly faster in terms of capture speed at eight and 16 on the line formation and four for
the L (p < 0.01), implying that at smaller sizes both methods are able to refine existing solu-
tions once they are found, but actually finding an initial solution with separately-represented
agents is a more difficult problem. Furthermore, for a two-predator team, the smallest size,
SARSA(λ) finds solutions significantly faster (p < 0.01) than multiagent HyperNEAT, im-
plying that reinforcement learning may be more efficient for very small teams.
Seeding generally improved multiagent HyperNEAT’s performance, although there are
some instances where both seeded and unseeded teams were able to find an optimal solution
or where seeding hurt performance. With SARSA(λ), seeding was only beneficial at size 16
on the line, indicating that just having a good seed policy may not be enough; the way in
which these policies are manipulated during learning is also critical.
Post-training scaling is more challenging: More agents are added to the team without
further training, which means the policies of the new agents must somehow be intelligently
derived from the old. Because HyperNEAT encodes the team as a pattern, it can create
the policies of the new agents by querying the CPPN at an intermediate location, thereby
creating an interpolation of the existing policies. Multiagent SARSA(λ) has no such mech-
anism to automatically generate new policies. In this sense it is difficult to compare them
when SARSA(λ) lacks an analogous capability. However, it is still an important question
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whether interpolating new policies gains any real advantage over simply duplicating the
range of existing policies to make a larger team. Therefore, to validate the contribution of
role interpolation, scaled SARSA(λ) teams contain multiple duplicates of the agents in the
unscaled version, as described previously. The post-training results were obtained by testing
all saved champions (i.e. teams that scored better than all previous teams during the run)
on all sizes to determine the best scalers for each run. This method of testing generalization
follows Gruau et al. [GWP96] and is designed to compare the best overall individuals. In
addition to scaling up, scaling down is also tested. Because the number of opportunities to
scale up or down depends on the training size being tested, teams are tested and evaluated
separately on scaling up and down, but they are displayed together.
Figures 8.4 and 8.5 show post-scaling results on the line formation and figure 8.6 shows
results on the L. Each graph shows the number of runs where the best scaler from a run
can scale to that size out of ten runs starting from teams trained at different sizes. If a
method was not able to find a solution at a particular pre-trained team size then that size is
not included as a starting point for post-scaling training. For the line, SARSA(λ) was only
able to scale from the smallest two-agent size, and only some runs were able to find scalable
solutions. In contrast, multiagent HyperNEAT found scalable solutions from all starting
sizes (except in the case of 64 on L, which is the largest size L possible within the time
limit). For small team sizes, multiagent HyperNEAT was consistently able to find solutions
that can scale at least up to the next team size, although in most cases teams scaled several
sizes up and down. The results were similar on the L, with the exception of 64, because there
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is simply not enough time to capture all the prey within the time limit at 128 agents on the
L. Scaling up above 128 agents on the line proved to be difficult for multiagent HyperNEAT,
which typically only found solutions that could scale to such sizes one to three times out of
ten. However, seeded multiagent HyperNEAT was able to find solutions that scaled up to
1,024 agents, a team size that no method could solve when trained to solve it. Thus policy
interpolation produces a significant new potential to scale already-trained teams.
8.2.1 Post-training Scaling with Further Learning
While it is interesting from a research perspective that multiagent HyperNEAT can scale
to different team sizes without further learning, as a practical matter, there is no reason
that the teams cannot continue learning at the new size to further optimize or correct minor
imperfections in the scaled policy. In fact, while many policies generated by multiagent
HyperNEAT are able to scale to different team sizes, those that do not scale perfectly still
generally display an appropriate (though not perfect) strategy based on policy geometry,
indicating that the scaled policy is close to a correct solution but may exhibit some artifacts
in the policy geometry that were not sampled at the training size. Previous HyperNEAT
research (Chapter 3) showed that similar artifacts are present when scaling the sensors and
effectors of a single agent, but that such artifacts are easily smoothed by additionally learning.
To test that scaled teams trained with multiagent HyperNEAT can be further trained to
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Figure 8.4: Line Post-Training Scaling 2-16 (higher is better). The number of successful
scalings (both up and down) out of ten runs for different team sizes is shown. For each
graph the training size is shaded black. While HyperNEAT is able to find scalable solutions
at all sizes without further learning, SARSA(λ) can only scale from two-agent solutions (up
to at most 16).
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Figure 8.5: Line Post-Training Scaling 32-256 (higher is better). Again, the number of
successful scalings (both up and down) out of ten runs is shown, but for the larger team sizes
that SARSA(λ) could not solve during training. For each graph the training size is shaded
black. Scaling up at larger sizes becomes more difficult because of the different strategies
required for different sizes and the sheer magnitude of the increase in agents (e.g. 256 to 512
versus four to eight). Nevertheless, multiagent HyperNEAT is able to find solutions that
scale, even up to 1,024 agents, a size that could not be learned when specifically trained to
do so.
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Figure 8.6: L Post-Training Scaling (higher is better). Successful scalings (out of 10) are
shown on these graphs for different team sizes. The training size that is scaled from is
shown in black. HyperNEAT was generally able to find scalable solutions for all sizes, while
SARSA(λ) could not scale at all.
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correct imperfections, the three best scaling teams at size 64 are further trained at size
256 (to which no unseeded team trained on 64 agents could scale without further learning)
on the line formation. Although SARSA(λ) was not able to train a team of 64 agents, to
facilitate some comparison, and to test whether this capability is unique to HyperNEAT,
teams trained by SARSA(λ) with four agents are scaled to eight agents and further trained.
Multiagent HyperNEAT was able to find solutions that solved the new size in 1,220 eval-
uations on average, which is significantly faster than finding a solution from scratch on 256
agents (which takes on average 24,650 evaluations). In contrast, the number of evaluations
for SARSA(λ) to find a solution at size eight after scaling (average 4,764 evaluations) did not
differ significantly from the number required to find a solution for eight agents from scratch
(which takes on average 3,804 evaluations). This measure of performance is also similar to
the jump-start measure for transfer learning [DAR05]; however, the main concern is how
many evaluations it takes to reach a certain performance level (i.e. capturing all the prey)
rather than measuring an increase in performance over some number of generations. Thus
while it is possible for multiagent HyperNEAT to find solutions that scale without further
learning, even those that do not scale perfectly still retain the information necessary to solve
the problem at different scales; it simply must be tweaked to accommodate the new size.
Additionally, the fact that SARSA(λ) does not benefit from this bootstrapping approach
implies that policy geometry plays a critical role in further training after scaling.
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8.2.2 Typical Behaviors
This section describes the typical behaviors produced by both learning methods. Videos of
some of these behaviors are available at http://eplex.cs.ucf.edu/comparison.html.
In the line, on the smallest team sizes (two, four, and eight), the typical strategies
employed by multiagent HyperNEAT and SARSA(λ) do not differ greatly. The first solution
discovered at these sizes involves one or more agents going behind the group of prey and
pushing them towards the remaining agents. On sizes four and eight, teams then transition
into some or all of the predators surrounding and capturing the prey agents. At size 16,
SARSA(λ) continues to employ the same strategies (figure 8.7a, b, and c), but because the
prey line is longer and there are more agents to coordinate it takes much longer to find a
solution and for that solution to capture the prey. In contrast, while multiagent HyperNEAT
also first finds such solutions, it quickly discovers different strategies that divide the prey
into two groups that the predators independently surround (figure 8.7d, e, and f), exploiting
the symmetry of the team. Beyond size 16, SARSA(λ) stops solving the problem because a
more coordinated approach is needed.
The first solutions multiagent HyperNEAT finds at sizes 32 and 64 tend to be the same
strategies as at 16, but at these sizes they are suboptimal and act as stepping stones to
strategies that divide the prey into multiple groups that are captured independently (fig-
ure 8.8a, b, and c). Multiagent HyperNEAT is able to find such strategies by repeating
coordinate frames within the policy geometry.
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(a) SARSA(λ) 16 Initial (b) SARSA(λ) 16 Middle (c) SARSA(λ) 16 End
(d) HyperNEAT 16 Initial (e) HyperNEAT 16 Middle (f) HyperNEAT 16 End
Figure 8.7: Typical Strategies for 16 Predators. At size 16 predators (blue squares at the top
of the pictures) SARSA(λ)-trained teams typically try to surround the prey (green squares
closer to the bottom) by employing the predators on the edges to move to behind the prey
(a) and push them towards the center (b) where they can be captured (c). Multiagent
HyperNEAT teams also learn this strategy, but eventually develop a more complex version
wherein the predators divide the prey into two groups (d) and then surround (e) and capture
them independently (f). The multiagent HyperNEAT result is more efficient because more
prey are captured in parallel, and it is more scalable because eventually the size of the prey
lines becomes too large to traverse within the time limit.
Finally, at sizes 128 and 256 simple strategies are no longer viable due to the length of the
line of prey. Thus the first strategies that are found are those that split the prey into multiple
groups. Some runs at these large sizes were also able to find an alternative strategy wherein
every other predator does nothing and the remaining predators move forward, causing the
prey to bounce between each pair, until each prey runs into one of the predators while trying
to avoid the other (figure 8.9a, b, and c). Such a strategy is simple and effective, but would
be very difficult to learn if all agents were represented independently. Seeded and unseeded
versions of the same method did not cause a significant qualitative difference in behavior;
better behaviors were just found faster.
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(a) Multiagent HyperNEAT 64 Initial
(b) Multiagent HyperNEAT 64 Middle
(c) Multiagent HyperNEAT 64 End
Figure 8.8: Multiagent HyperNEAT Strategies for Large Teams. For larger teams such as the
team of 64 predators in this figure, multiagent HyperNEAT typically continues the strategy
of dividing the prey into groups (a), surrounding (b), and capturing them (c). The difference
from smaller sizes is that they are divided into more and more groups so that larger numbers
of prey can still be efficiently captured by the predators.
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(a) Multiagent HyperNEAT 256 Initial
(b) Multiagent HyperNEAT 256 Middle
(c) Multiagent HyperNEAT 256 End
Figure 8.9: Multiagent HyperNEAT 256 Agent Behaviors. At the very largest trained size of
256, multiagent HyperNEAT sometimes found a strategy wherein every other predator does
nothing and the remaining predators move forward (a). This strategy causes the prey to
bounce between the charging predators (b) until they are all eventually captured (c). Such
a tactic is extremely efficient at this problem size and requires strict cooperation of almost
every agent to be successful.
On the L, at size four, both methods used the same strategy of surrounding the prey to
capture them. Because there are so few prey, simple strategies remain effective. However, at
size eight, SARSA(λ) can no longer solve the problem, but multiagent HyperNEAT teams
learn a strategy to deal with the vertical portion of the L similar to that of the large teams
on the line: The first and third agent move forward and capture the entire line by bouncing
the agents between them while the horizontal portion of the L is captured by the remaining
predators through a surround strategy. The remaining sizes (16, 32, and 64) capture the
vertical part of the line by employing a group of agents to go down one side of the prey,
pushing them slightly to the right, while another group charge straight at them. The combi-
nation of these two actions forces the prey into a compact ball that is pushed downward by
the charging prey. When the first group of prey reach the end of the vertical portion of the
L, they turn right forming a barrier between the charging predators and the ball of prey, and
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when the two meet, the entire ball is captured. The horizontal portion is again captured by
a simple surrounding strategy. There is little incentive for the predators to improve upon the
horizontal capture speed at these sizes because the time taken to capture the vertical portion
of the prey dominates the problem. Nevertheless, the results on the L formation show that
multiagent HyperNEAT could discover effective asymmetric strategies for capturing prey.
The few SARSA(λ) solutions that could scale up post-training did not typically resemble
the solutions they scaled from, although the only scalable solutions came from two-predator,
one-prey experiments where the overall policy is difficult to discern. In contrast, most scaled
multiagent HyperNEAT solutions did resemble the solutions from which they were scaled,
but sometimes contain some inefficiencies such as a predator pushing the prey in the wrong
direction initially. A key factor in determining whether a team will scale post-training is
whether the team employs a strategy that is effective at a higher level. For example, if a
team trained at size 16 has the strategy of positioning a single agent behind all the prey and
pushing each of them towards the predators, it has less of a chance of transferring to scaled
teams. However if the team instead learned how to divide the prey and capture them as
groups at size 16, its chances of scaling are much greater.
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8.3 Comparison Discussion
The result that heterogeneous teams trained with multiagent HyperNEAT significantly out-
perform teams trained with SARSA(λ) in both training and scaling demonstrates the im-
portance of exploiting team geometry in multiagent learning. Whereas teams trained with
SARSA(λ) were unable to solve problems with over 16 agents, multiagent HyperNEAT
teams solved up to 256 agents with pre-training. In this way, the ability to encode patterns
of behavior across a team is critical to success in multiagent learning and thereby addresses a
major challenge in the field. Multiagent HyperNEAT allows team behavior to be represented
as variation on a theme encoded in a single genome, which means that key skills need not
be rediscovered for separate agents, overcoming the problem of reinvention. Furthermore,
because multiagent policies are represented by a CPPN, they are assigned to separate agents
as a function of their relative geometry, while simultaneously exploiting the agents’ internal
geometries.
The evaluations taken by multiagent HyperNEAT to find a solution increases greatly at
128 agents. This change reflects a fundamental discontinuity in the policies required to solve
the problem at smaller and larger sizes. At smaller sizes, a common early solution is for
a small subset of agents to capture all the prey while the others are not involved. While
such a solution is suboptimal, it is a solution nonetheless and is a stepping stone to more
efficient solutions that make use of the whole team. However, if learning is first to succeed
only with a subset of the team, a subset of predators must be able to visit each of the
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prey. Yet when there are 128 predators, the line of prey becomes longer than the distance a
single predator can traverse in the time limit. Thus, at large sizes, such suboptimal policies
represent local optima that cannot lead to efficient solutions and the only viable strategies
are the more complex coordinated ones that employ more predators and take longer to find.
While HyperNEAT can find these with effort, the required coordination is too much for
SARSA(λ).
Multiagent HyperNEAT was able to create teams of agents that could perform well at
larger sizes than the training size without further training. Such scaling is prohibitive for
SARSA(λ), which could only scale from very small teams. This limitation exhibited by
SARSA(λ) in this paper is consistent with past attempts at scaling with MARL, which also
only achieved scaling at small sizes (e.g. between four and eight) in a constrained version of
this domain [PT09]. Such techniques do not implement interpolated scaling, yet multiagent
HyperNEAT accomplishes it by representing the teams as patterns rather than as individual
agents. Even though these patterns are sparsely sampled during training (i.e. with orders of
magnitude fewer points) the scaled teams exhibit smooth interpolations between agent roles.
A particularly interesting result is that while multiagent HyperNEAT could not solve the
problem with 1,024 agents when starting from scratch, a team trained with 256 agents could
solve the problem when scaled up. This result implies that scaling up may offer more than
just the benefit of saving computational time, but also may allow multiagent HyperNEAT to
solve problems that are prohibitively deceptive or complex. The impact of deceptive agent
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interactions for large teams may diminish at smaller team sizes where such interactions are
not as devastating.
However, it is true that multiagent HyperNEAT could not always scale up perfectly post-
training. As described above, there are some cases where the policies required to solve a
larger size are fundamentally different than those at smaller sizes. This observation separates
these results from the previous scaling attempts in Chapter 7 in which the size of the problem
(i.e. the number of prey), and therefore the strategy required to solve the problem, remained
constant even as team size increased. However, even when the number of prey increases,
the team at the smaller size may still encode fundamental regularities that are important to
the problem regardless of scale, such as symmetry or the ability to flank a prey. That way,
this approach to scaling can still be a good starting heuristic for additional training. Indeed,
even when HyperNEAT’s scaling was not perfect, some teams could nevertheless rapidly
adapt to a new size when explicitly trained further for it. Thus, while the policy geometry
discovered at smaller team sizes may overspecialize or may contain artifacts that were not
sampled at the training size, the general patterns remain useful at different team sizes and
can be quickly adapted for such different sizes. SARSA(λ) was not able to benefit from this
capability because even though it can continue training at new sizes as well, it is blind to
the geometry of the team and therefore cannot intelligently extrapolate the behavior of the
team as a whole.
In addition to scaling up, teams trained with multiagent HyperNEAT were able to scale
down, which could allow recalibrating a team after some agents have been damaged. Scaling
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down also exemplifies the need for policy geometry because the regularities discovered at
larger team sizes can be maintained at smaller sizes. However, scaling down did not always
work because the algorithm may have converged onto regularities that are only useful at
larger team sizes, or may have relied on a specific agent position that no longer exists.
Nevertheless, the ability of a team to dynamically change size, up or down, without further
learning is a beneficial feature imparted by multiagent HyperNEAT.
Indeed, an unfortunate consequence of comparison-driven experiments is often an unwar-
ranted emphasis on determining the better method. While multiagent HyperNEAT indeed
exhibits greater scalability both during and after training, of course it was designed from
the ground up (i.e. through the scalability of indirect encoding in HyperNEAT) to be able
to scale. On the other hand, SARSA(λ) was not designed with this aim in mind, and thus
does not acquire it in the multiagent case. At the same time, as an evolutionary approach,
HyperNEAT does not offer the online learning capability inherent in value-function-based
reinforcement learning such as SARSA(λ). Thus rather than a critique of SARSA(λ), this
comparison is better interpreted as a validation that multiagent HyperNEAT brings some-
thing new to the table through the idea of policy geometry. In this more cooperative spirit,
perhaps a more enlightened approach to interpreting comparisons is to consider that the
fruits of divergent research areas may sometimes be complementary, and thus present op-
portunities for cross-fertilization. The emphasis on scalability and large size that has been a
focus of research in indirect encoding within evolutionary computation for many years has
of yet attracted little attention in the reinforcement learning community in general. Per-
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haps this study can help to begin to bridge this gap by showing what we all might gain by
beginning to communicate despite our foundational differences.
For example, an intriguing possibility is that indirect encodings such as CPPNs can be
combined somehow with traditional approaches. For example, perhaps MARL can work at
the level of a team instead of on individual agents and reinforcement signals can modify
the weights of the CPPN. Yet this prospect can only be realized if a method is devised
to propagate the reinforcement error signal through the level of indirection between the
substrate ANN and the CPPN that encodes it. At present, no such indirect error propagation
technique exists, though the possibility is open. Thus, at present, multiagent HyperNEAT
is unique in its capability to scale teams through policy geometry interpolation.
The next chapter demonstrates multiagent HyperNEAT in a real-world task with real
robots and introduces an extension to the idea of policy geometry that allows each agent to
encode multiple policies among which they can choose based on their current state.
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CHAPTER 9
REAL-WORLD MULTI-TASK LEARNING
While multiagent HyperNEAT has proven successful in many simulated domains, both in
this dissertation and in publications by others [KGM10], it has not yet been demonstrated
in the real world. In this chapter, teams trained in simulation with multiagent HyperNEAT
are transferred to real Khepera III robots to perform a patrol and return task. This domain
requires a team of agents to cooperatively cover an environment as in other multiagent patrol
tasks [ARS04, SRC04, MBC10], but an important difference in this version of the task is
that each agent receives a signal that, when activated, tells them to return home. Thus
each agent must perform two separate, yet related tasks. This factor poses a problem for
cooperative multiagent learning because of task interdependencies; if a single robot fails to
perform as expected the entire team can fail.
There are many approaches to solving problems in which agents must learn to perform
multiple tasks. One important strategy is decomposing the main task into hierarchies of sub-
tasks [MMG01]. In this approach agents can focus on these specific subtasks and complete
them according to the hierarchy. However, the tasks must be decomposed by the experi-
menter. Another method is to learn modular controllers [Nol97] wherein different parts of
the controller (e.g. different sets of outputs) are active depending on the state of the robot.
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Evolving adaptive artificial neural networks (ANNs) is another significant technique [FU00],
wherein local learning rules facilitate the policy transition from one task to the other. De-
spite the abundance of methods, task switching is still a difficult problem, especially for
cooperative multiagent learning.
To address this challenge, this chapter introduces an extension to multiagent HyperNEAT
and the standard policy geometry concept called situational policy geometry that generates
multiple policies for the same agent, among which it can switch depending on its current
state. That way, individual agents can learn how to perform multiple tasks by learning how
they relate to each other, which is similar to the way multiagent HyperNEAT learns the
policies of multiple agents. The next section explains the mechanisms by which multiagent
HyperNEAT can exploit situational policy geometry.
9.1 Situational Policy Geometry
Situational policy geometry allows agents to learn to switch to different policies depending
on their current state. That way, not only can multiagent HyperNEAT exploit similarities
among tasks, but the solutions for individual subtasks are likely to be simpler (and thus
more easily discovered) than a single policy that must solve all tasks.
To exploit situational policy geometry the CPPN must be made aware of it. Recall that
a team is a stack of single-agent substrates (figure 9.1a shows one such substrate). In a
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multitask problem, this one network would need to be able to perform each task. To let
the network in figure 9.1a know which task is current, it has a special input S, which is a
task signal. However this network is only one member of a team. Following the multiagent
HyperNEAT approach inputs are added to the CPPN so that it can represent the standard
policy geometry that represents dimensions of the team (figure 9.1b). In a similar way,
to implement situational policy geometry, inputs are added to the CPPN so that it can
represent the dimensions of the tasks (figure 9.1c). For example, in the experiment in this
chapter, a single new dimension S is added, which is either 1 or -1, depending on whether
the robot must come home or not. Because the task signal is now a part of the CPPN
(figure 9.1c), the substrate controller for an individual robot no longer needs the signal input
(figure 9.1d). Also, because the CPPN now has an extra dimension, there are now two stacks
of controllers (one for each value of the signal) instead of one (figure 9.1e). In effect, each
agent now has two brains that it can switch between depending on their current task.
9.2 Patrol and Return Experiment
To demonstrate that multiagent HyperNEAT can produce teams that are robust enough to
function in the real world and to explore the capabilities of situational policy geometry, teams
are evolved to solve a patrol and return task in which robots must spread out and observe
an environment and then return home when signaled to do so. Patrolling tasks are common
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Figure 9.1: Multiagent HyperNEAT with Situational Policy Geometry. In standard mul-
tiagent HyperNEAT, a substrate (a) is changed into a multiagent substrate by adding an
additional input(s) to the CPPN (b) that represents the policy geometry of the team. Sit-
uational policy geometry is handled similarly: The CPPN (c) has an additional input S
that describes the location in the situational policy geometry for a given agent’s controller
(d), which is formalized in the new S-axis in the situational team substrate (e). Thus the
network stack to the left along S is team policies for one situation while that on the right is
policies for a different situation.
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in multiagent learning [ARS04, SRC04] because they require agents to cooperate to ensure
that they do not collide with each other and to achieve uniform coverage of the area. The
task in this experiment is made more complex by the fact that the robots must return home
on command, meaning that each agent must effectively learn two roles and remember how
to return home. This requirement also makes the task more realistic: If a group of robots
was sent to patrol a building, recalling them after a period of time to recharge batteries or
when the patrol is over would be preferable to manually collecting the robots.
Unlike other approaches to multiagent patrolling [MBC10, ARS04] the robots in this
task cannot communicate with each other. This limitation means that the agents must
learn a priori roles to maximize coverage and minimize overlaps. By exploiting the policy
geometry, multiagent HyperNEAT can accomplish this goal by finding a general patrolling
and collision-avoidance policy for all the agents, and at the same time by varying the policy
for each agent so that they patrol different areas. Also, the patrolling robots must respond
to a “come home” signal, requiring a robust dual policy that keeps them deployed until
the signal, at which point they must quickly return home. By exploiting situational policy
geometry, the idea is that robots can employ separate yet related policies for these conflicting
tasks. Experimental parameters are given in the Appendix.
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Figure 9.2: Khepera III with Korebot II. The Khepera III mobile robots (a) in these exper-
iments come equipped with a Korebot II extension that runs an embedded Linux operating
system and allows the robots to receive broadcast communications over a wireless network.
Although the Khepera III has many sensors available, only the front six infrared rangefinders
(b) are utilized in these experiments.
9.2.1 Robots
The robots used in this experiment are three Khepera IIIs outfitted with KoreBot II exten-
sions (figure 9.2a), which make it possible for the neural network controllers to run on the
robots themselves, thereby minimizing command latency and reducing the need for commu-
nication with a base station to only general broadcast signals (i.e. start and return). The
Khepera III is equipped with both long-range, ultrasonic and short-range infrared rangefinder
sensors; however for this task only the front six infrared sensors are utilized (figure 9.2b).
The sensors can detect both walls and robots, but cannot distinguish between them. The
Khepera III can achieve speeds of up to 30cm/sec, but because of the size of the environ-
ments and to avoid damage to the robots during testing the motors were run at a reduced
speed with an approximate velocity of 6cm/sec. For more information on the Khepera III
see http://www.k-team.com/.
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Each robot is controlled by a separate neural network (either figure 9.1a or d depending on
whether or not they are learning situational policy geometry) generated by the same CPPN
(figure 9.1b or c). If the robot is using situational policy geometry, it has six input nodes
corresponding to the six rangefinder sensors. The robots without situational policy geometry
have one additional input (called S in figure 9.1a) that indicates whether the robot should
return home or continue patrolling. The rangefinders on the robot return values between
0 and 4,000; larger numbers represent farther distances. Preliminary experiments indicated
that the sensor values beyond four inches are very noisy and that the response curve of
the sensors is non-linear. Therefore, before the values are fed into the neural network, the
raw sensory input is modified to clip values beyond four inches, to be more linear, and to
be scaled between zero and one through the function 1.43 − (log(s)−0.51)
2.25
, where s is the raw
sensor value returned by the robot.
A robot can select from one of three actions: go forward, turn left, or turn right. The
action is selected based on the values of the three network outputs in figure 9.1a or d; the
output with the highest value is the action for that timestep. The robots are allowed to select
actions every 33 milliseconds because that is the update rate of the Khepera III’s infrared
sensors. Robots also have a collision avoidance policy to reduce the chance of damaging
themselves that overrides the robot’s forward command: If either of the two leftmost sensors
fall below 0.25, the robot turns right; the opposite is true for the two rightmost sensors and
if either of the front sensors fall below the threshold, the robot stops.
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Training teams through artificial evolution with real robots would be time consuming
and could potentially damage the robots. Instead the teams are trained in a custom simula-
tor made in our research group (available at http://eplex.cs.ucf.edu/software.html).
Only simple two-dimensional kinematics are simulated with an update rate of 33msec. This
approach is faster than modeling and simulating three-dimensional motion and/or realistic
physics, and was nevertheless found to be just as accurate as transferring from e.g. Webots
[Web] in real-world transfer in preliminary experiments. The Khepera IIIs are modeled based
on manufacturer specifications and preliminary calibration experiments.
9.2.2 Environments
Each team is trained in the same environment to encourage robots to adopt specific roles, but
in the real world they are also tested on a variant of that environment to ensure generality.
The training environment is called the plus (figure 9.3a) and is made of an entrance that leads
to three branching paths. Branches are approximately 29cm wide and 77.5cm long. To cover
this environment, the robots must split up and take separate paths, even though they cannot
communicate with each other. Thus the robots must have some a priori bias that allows
them to cooperate. The testing environment is called the asymmetric plus (figure 9.3b)
and is similar to the plus, but with several changes. First, the left path is shortened to
approximately 48.43cm and the right and center paths are 1.5 times as long as in the regular
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(a) Plus (Training) (b) Asymmetric Plus (Testing)
Figure 9.3: Real-World Environment. The real environments with which the robots interact
are constructed out of red bricks on a carpet with the same dimensions used in the simulator.
The plus (a) is the environment the robots are trained on, and the asymmetric plus (b) tests
the generality of the learned policies. In both cases robots are placed 30cm apart in the open
branch and then sent a signal to begin patrolling. Individual robots can then be called back
by the experimenter by broadcasting a command to them.
plus. Also, the right branch is shifted up by 77.5cm These changes cause very different sensor
activations where robots would typically turn and stop, thereby testing the generality of the
learned policies. The environments are designed to capture the general idea of patrolling,
while not being too complex to build physically (out of bricks) in the real world.
For the real robots, the environments are constructed out of red 75
8
in×35
8
in×21
4
in bricks
with a carpet base, which are the same dimensions as in the simulator. The three robots are
placed in the starting branch of the environment, 30cm apart. They are then simultaneously
started and begin patrolling. A good solution is for all agents to reach the end of a different
branch and stop. After all agents are stopped, they are called back by activating their “come
home” signal in the order that they left. Only one agent is called back at a time to maintain
as much coverage as possible. When the agent returns home, its signal is turned off and it
is placed back at the home point facing the environment so that it can return to patrolling
and the next robot can be called back.
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In simulation fitness is assigned to each team based on two criteria: If a robot receives
the signal to come home, minimizing distance to home is rewarded, but if it does not yet
have the signal, minimizing distance to the end of a hall is rewarded. For every simulated
second each robot is given a score of D−d
D
, where D is the maximum possible distance to
either the end of a hall or home, depending on the state of that robot’s signal, and d is
the current distance to that objective. If the robots have not reached the end of the hall
when the signal activates, their fitness for returning home is divided by ten, so that solutions
that never leave home are discouraged. Similarly, teams in which all agents do not change
position or heading after they receive the signal or were still moving forward when they
received it have their fitness for patrolling divided by ten to encourage them to respond to
the signal. These scores are summed over each robot over each second (out of 45) to give
the overall fitness of a team for that trial. Thus the maximum fitness is three times the
number of seconds of the trial, although in practice such a fitness is not possible to reach
because the robots spend time moving between points. To simplify training, evaluations in
simulation are carried out slightly differently than in the real world: Instead of calling the
robots one by one, all robots are called simultaneously when half of the evaluation time has
passed and robot-to-robot sight and collision are turned off. This method tests the essential
requirements of the policies to return home, while speeding up evaluation significantly.
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9.3 Patrol Results
Fifteen independent runs of multiagent HyperNEAT were conducted with 1,000 generations
each in the simulated plus environment with situational policy geometry and with standard
policy geometry. In the simulator, a solution to an environment is a policy that successfully
navigates each of the three robots to the end of a different wing of the map, where they
each wait until a signal is sent to them, and then navigate back to the starting location
after the signal is received. In each of the fifteen runs with situational policy geometry a
solution was evolved in 264.6 generations on average (stdev=246.28). However, with standard
policy geometry only three solutions were evolved. This difference is significant (p < 0.0001;
Fischer’s exact test), highlighting the advantage that can be gained from recognizing and
exploiting situational regularities.
Note that evolution did not stop when the first solution was found, so each successful
run actually produced a number of viable solutions. To determine which solutions from
these successful runs to evaluate in the real world, a generalization test was developed. This
test averages the performance of an evolved policy in 25 additional evaluations on the plus
environment with varying levels of noise in the robots’ sensors, stochastic robot turning and
forward locomotion, and small random perturbations of the initial location and heading of
the robots. The idea is that the policies that are more general will perform better in the
real world because they will be more robust to the inevitable slight discrepancies between
an imperfectly modeled simulated environment and reality.
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Confirming this motivation, the five most general solutions from distinct runs with situ-
ational policy geometry were all successfully transferred from simulation to the real world,
where the solution criteria was even more strict to make sure teams are genuinely robust
in real robots without further training: Each robot must go out to its proper position, re-
turn home upon receiving the signal, and then return back to its position. In addition,
when tested in the real world in the asymmetric plus environment, for which they were not
trained, these five most general solutions still successfully patrolled and returned, thereby
demonstrating that the policies learned by multiagent HyperNEAT with situational pol-
icy geometry were not specific to a single map. Videos of such successful transfers from
simulation to both the real world plus and asymmetric plus environments are available at
http://eplex.cs.ucf.edu/patrolling.html. Of the three runs without situational pol-
icy geometry that solved the task, two transferred successfully to the real-world symmetric
environment, and only one solved the asymmetric environment. Because so few runs could
solve the task at all without situational policy geometry even in simulation, the sample size
is too small to draw significant conclusions on transferability of such solutions. However,
because the chance of even finding a solution is statistically so much smaller without situa-
tional policy geometry, in effect if the aim is to find a real-world solution, situational policy
geometry provides a significant advantage.
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9.4 Patrol Discussion
Teams that were trained with situational policy geometry outperformed those trained with-
out it in both simulation and in the real world. One reason for this advantage is that by
giving multiagent HyperNEAT situational policy geometry information, it was able to ex-
ploit the regularities of the tasks. For example, a major difference between leaving to patrol
and coming back is the direction the robot must turn. Agents without situational policy
geometry must utilize the value of a specific input to decide how to turn, but those with it
utilize a different neural network once the signal fires. A common strategy for situational
teams was simply to invert connection weights in the network, allowing them to keep a
similar policy, but with an opposite turn bias.
Because they can exploit situational regularities, the policies of the teams with situational
policy geometry were simpler than those represented by the teams with standard policy
geometry. That is, the agents without situational policy geometry must effectively encode
in the same network both how to perform the tasks and how to switch between them. Thus,
it is possible for the robot to encounter situations (e.g. those conflated or obscured by noise
in robot sensors) that cause it to switch tasks when it is not appropriate. In fact, a frequent
failure of these teams in the real world was that they would come back too early or not come
back at all. In contrast, the situational teams with their simpler task policies did not exhibit
this behavior and were able to transfer consistently to real robots in both the training and
testing environments. Thus these experiments verify the utility of breaking up complex tasks
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into simpler subtasks as in previous work and offer a new method by which to learn these
subtasks that exploits the regularities among them.
Another consequence of this work relates to HyperNEAT and generative and develop-
mental systems as a whole. These systems rely heavily on discovering and exploiting the
regularities of a problem such as how the leftmost sensor relates to the left turn effector.
However, sometimes there is information that is critical to a problem that does not eas-
ily fit into these patterns, such as the “come home” signal: There is no simple geometric
relationship between the signal input and the sensors and effectors, so it is unclear where
exactly it should be placed on the substrate to best exploit the geometry of the problem. By
moving the signal to the CPPN, this information is effectively incorporated into the pattern
without disrupting the existing geometry. Thus situational policy geometry opens up a new
possibility for indirect encodings wherein information that does not clearly fit with existing
patterns can still be elegantly incorporated into the encoding.
A future direction for this work is to investigate domains with larger numbers of tasks
or subtasks. Multiagent HyperNEAT should be able to discover the relationships between
varying numbers of tasks just as it is able to do so among varying numbers of agents (Chap-
ter 7 and Chapter 8). More tasks can be added by either increasing the sampling rate of a
single dimension of situational policy geometry or by introducing new dimensions, depend-
ing on the relationships of the tasks. Another intriguing possibility is to allow the agent to
decide when to switch between tasks through an output that could either determine when
an agent wants to switch tasks, or which task (i.e. S-coordinate) the agent wants to perform.
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In this way, a continuum of tasks could be automatically generated by sampling intermedi-
ate S-coordinates, allowing agents to discover new and interesting ways to divide work and
cooperate.
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CHAPTER 10
DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
Multiagent HyperNEAT exploits geometry to create an efficient multiagent learning algo-
rithm that can scale to large numbers of heterogeneous agents. The first section in this
chapter discusses the mechanisms by which multiagent HyperNEAT is informed by geom-
etry and how this ability is beneficial to multiagent learning. The next section explores
scalability and the final section looks at potential future directions for this research.
10.1 Policy Geometry and the Continuum of Heterogeneity
HyperNEAT has demonstrated that exploiting geometric information is effective across a
variety of domains. This idea is particularly applicable to multiagent teams because they
present opportunities to exploit geometry not only within each agent with respect to its
sensors and effectors, but also across the team as a whole. This concept of a policy geometry
is inspired by real teams in which the position of an agent generally reflects its role and
behavior. Highlighting the importance of team geometry, in Chapters 6, 7, and 8 multiagent
HyperNEAT consistently outperforms methods that are blind to the geometry of their teams.
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Such methods that cannot exploit the team geometry must separately learn the policy of
each agent, which leads to the problem of reinvention. That is, strategies discovered by one
agent must be independently discovered by all other agents who require them. The idea of
policy geometry circumvents this issue, allowing multiagent HyperNEAT to share discoveries
among agents instantly.
While most multiagent learning algorithms strictly separate teams into heterogeneous
or homogeneous, multiagent HyperNEAT treats those two categories as only the extremes
on a continuum of heterogeneity, allowing the learning algorithm itself to decide the best
level of differentiation for a team on given problem. Because multiagent HyperNEAT is an
indirect encoding, information that is needed by multiple agents need only be discovered
and represented once; thus it can then be repeated or varied for all agents on the team.
Such a capability enables compact, efficient encodings of large, heterogeneous multiagent
teams. This fact is demonstrated by the results from seeding in all the experiments in this
dissertation. That is, when given a strong single policy, the team is initially homogeneous,
but multiagent HyperNEAT can rapidly vary this single-agent strategy along the policy
geometry to create an effective heterogeneous team.
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10.2 Scaling
Another key capability of multiagent HyperNEAT is its ability to scale, both in terms of
the number of agents trained and by adding or subtracting agents after training has already
been completed, without any additionally learning. Solving large multiagent problems is
challenging for some algorithms because each new agent or role must be learned separately;
however multiagent HyperNEAT learns the behaviors of all agents on the team simultane-
ously in one indirect representation. Thus while adding more agents still makes the problem
more complex, the space being searched (i.e. the CPPN) remains the same for two agents
or two thousand. Chapter 8 showed that while a competing multiagent learning algorithm,
SARSA(λ), could only solve problems of up to sixteen agents, multiagent HyperNEAT was
able to find solutions of up to 256 agents when learning from scratch, demonstrating the
scalability of multiagent HyperNEAT learning.
Multiagent HyperNEAT is not only scalable in terms of team training sizes; teams were
also shown to scale without further learning after training. This novel capability is made
possible by the way teams are represented. Because teams are encoded as patterns there are
effectively an infinite number of agents represented for each team, although only a subset
are queried during training. In principle, this property can be exploited when training large
teams is necessary, but computing power is limited. That is, simulating very large teams
is computationally expensive; in effect whole runs of evolution can be performed at small
teams sizes in the time it takes to perform only a few generations of large teams. Thus
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teams can be trained at small sizes and scaled up later. Additionally, it may be easier to
discover fundamental regularities in the policy geometry such as symmetry when the team
is smaller and there is less deception caused by interactions among the agents. For example,
while multiagent HyperNEAT was not able to train a team of 1,024 predators to capture
512 prey from scratch (Chapter 8), team sizes that were an order of magnitude smaller were
able to solve the problem when scaled up to that size because they were able to recognize
the important aspects of policy geometry.
10.3 Future Work
One aspect of multiagent learning that has not been explored in this dissertation is communi-
cation among agents. Focusing on agents that do not communicate made it possible to focus
on the a priori effects of policy geometry. In principle, some problems may be impossible,
or at least much more difficult to solve, if agents are not allowed to pass messages to each
other. However, communication can also be seen as part of an agent’s policy, and an interest-
ing research direction is to incorporate such communication into multiagent HyperNEAT’s
current description of policy geometry. In fact, the capability to do so already exists within
the algorithm: Currently the weight of a connection is described as CPPN(x1, y1, x2, y2, z),
which defines the connections within an agent; however if an additional parameter z2 is added
(giving CPPN(x1, y1, x2, y2, z1, z2)), connections between agents can be queried. Such con-
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nections could be used for communication and could vary with the policy geometry, with the
added benefit that the messages would be in the language of the brain. That is, communica-
tion would be in the form of neural signals that are the same as those within a single neural
network, thus eliminating the need for the experimenter to define a separate language and
potentially making it easier for the agents to integrate information from each other.
While this dissertation has argued that policy geometry based on an agent’s canonical
location is a powerful means of encoding a team, there are situations where a physical
location may not be enough information to completely determine an agent’s role. Situational
policy geometry in Chapter 9 was one such case, but another idea is that roles can be
derived from other properties such as the heterogeneous capabilities of the agents. For
example, if two types of UGVs, wheeled and treaded, should cooperate, their differences
in the ability to traverse terrain and in speed may be more important than their starting
location for determining which agents should do what. Multiagent HyperNEAT has the
capability to represent such teams by implementing a conceptual policy geometry based on
agent capabilities or skills instead of (or in combination with) the physical policy geometry
discussed thus far. To do so, new policy geometry axes could be added, such as strength
and speed, and agent policies could be queried based on where their traits fall on those axis.
Additionally, if agents with different combinations of such capabilities are introduced, their
policies could be interpolated based on the existing agents’ policies.
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CHAPTER 11
CONCLUSION
This dissertation introduced a neuroevoltionary method called HyperNEAT, as well as an ex-
tension, multiagent HyperNEAT, a new approach to multiagent learning that encodes teams
of agents as patterns based on policy geometry. That way it can overcome the problem of
reinvention because it does not need to discover separate policies for each agent. This tech-
nique was tested in several multiagent learning domains (i.e. predator-prey, room-clearing,
and patrol), extended to include the ability to scale multiagent teams without further learn-
ing, and transferred into Khepera III robots to perform a real-world multiagent patrolling
task. This chapter summarizes the main contributions of the dissertation.
11.1 Contributions
In summary, by showing that multiagent HyperNEAT can scale to very large team sizes
with and without further learning and can transfer into real-world teams, this dissertation
validates the research hypothesis that a multiagent learning method that exploits policy
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geometry and the continuum of heterogeneity can create large, robust, and scalable hetero-
geneous teams:
1. This dissertation introduced the indirect encoding-based algorithm HyperNEAT, which
was co-invented by myself, Jason Gauci, and Kenneth O. Stanley. Despite only being
introduced in 2007, HyperNEAT has already proven successful in a large number of
domains [GS08, GS07, GS10a, GS10b, DLR10, DS07, DS08, RS10, CBO09, CBP09,
CPO09, CBM10, COP08, VS10b, VS10a, SDG09] by researchers both at the University
of Central Florida and from outside. HyperNEAT exploits the inherent geometry in
problems to influence learning, which paves the way for the major contribution of this
dissertation.
2. Multiagent HyperNEAT extends HyperNEAT to allow a single genome to encode mul-
tiple, related neural networks. The main idea behind the method was inspired by real
teams of agents that tend to display a policy geometry, that is, the position of agents
relative to others on the team tend to dictate individual agent strategies. Multiagent
HyperNEAT exploits this observation by encoding teams as a pattern of related poli-
cies based on agent location. In this way, multiagent HyperNEAT was able to create
large heterogeneous teams because information critical to all agents is only necessary
to discover once and is easily varied among the agents.
3. Multiagent HyperNEAT was extended so that teams trained by it can be scaled up
in size by up to several orders of magnitude without further learning. This capability
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further exploits policy geometry by inferring the roles of agents added to the team
from their positions. These new roles are derived from the patterns learned at smaller
team sizes, and then the new agents are interpolated by querying intermediate points
on the substrate. This novel technique was shown to be effective at scaling teams in
two domains (predator-prey and room clearing).
4. Multiagent HyperNEAT was compared to the traditional SARSA(λ) reinforcement
learning method in a version of the predator-prey domain. While SARSA(λ) was only
able to find solutions for teams of up to 16 agents, multiagent HyperNEAT could
effectively train teams up to 256 agents and could scale, without further learning, to
teams of 1,024 agents. Additionally, for the team sizes that both methods could solve,
multiagent HyperNEAT found solutions in significantly fewer evaluations for all but
the smallest team size. These results not only show that multiagent HyperNEAT is
a competitive method for multiagent learning, but they also further demonstrate the
benefits of exploiting policy geometry.
5. The concept of policy geometry was extended to include situational policy geometry,
which allows multiagent HyperNEAT to encode multiple policies for each agent on
the team that they can switch between depending on their current state. Similarly to
how multiagent HyperNEAT exploits how the policies of agents relate to each other
with standard policy geometry, it can exploit the relationships of different tasks with
situational policy geometry to allow efficient learning of multiple tasks simultaneously.
By exploiting situational policy geometry, multiagent HyperNEAT was able to train
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teams of agents to patrol and return on command significantly more consistently than
methods that encoded both tasks in the same neural network.
6. Finally, teams trained with multiagent HyperNEAT were transferred into real Khepera
III robots and performed a real-world, multiagent patrolling task. This experiment
showed that multiagent HyperNEAT is a viable platform for practical applications
and that the policies generated by it are robust enough to be used in the real world.
Thus this dissertation demonstrates that geometry plays a critical role in many learning
problems, but especially so in multiagent learning, where geometry is not only important
in individual agent policies, but also for the team as a whole (as demonstrated by policy
geometry). These ideas provide a unique perspective on the problem of learning the policies of
cooperative heterogeneous teams: Instead of learning individual agent policies, the computer
can instead learn how the policies of the agents relate to each other. While such a technique
follows naturally from the capabilities of HyperNEAT, other algorithms can also incorporate
the ideas of policy geometry and the continuum of heterogeneity, opening up a new research
direction in multiagent learning.
11.2 Conclusion
Multiagent HyperNEAT is a new, competitive method for training multiagent teams. By
exploiting the concepts of policy geometry and the continuum of heterogeneity, it solved
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several cooperative multiagent problems with very large heterogeneous teams and was able to
scale these teams without further learning, unlike SARSA(λ). Teams trained by multiagent
HyperNEAT were also able to transfer to real Khepera III robots and solve a real-world
patrolling task.
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APPENDIX: PARAMETERS
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This appendix contains the parameter settings for the experiments described in this disserta-
tion. Because HyperNEAT differs from original NEAT only in its set of activation functions,
it uses the same parameters [SM02b]. Experiments were run using a modified version of
the public domain SharpNEAT package [Gre06]. They were found to be robust to moder-
ate variation through preliminary experimentation. The same parameters are used in all
experiments, with a few minor exceptions. They are shown in Table A.1.
This section also provides a detailed explanation of each parameter.
1. Population Size: The number of networks evaluated every generation.
2. c1: A parameter from the original NEAT that defines the weight of excess genes when
computing compatibility between networks.
3. c2: A parameter from the original NEAT that defines the weight of disjoint genes when
computing compatibility between networks.
4. c3: A parameter from the original NEAT that defines the weight of connection strength
differences when computing compatibility between networks.
5. ct: A parameter from the original NEAT that defines the compatibility threshold that
determines whether networks are in the same species. In SharpNEAT and Hyper-
SharpNEAT, this value is variable and changes to accommodate the desired number
of species.
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6. Add Link Probability: The probability of adding a new connection to a network
(i.e. to the CPPN).
7. Add Node Probability: The probability of adding a new node to a network (i.e. to
the CPPN).
8. Target # of Species: The desired number of species in the population. If there are
more or less species, ct will be adjusted down or up respectively in an effort to maintain
the target number of species.
9. Elitism: The top percentage of each species that will be copied into the next generation
unchanged.
10. Expressions Threshold: The value for which a CPPN’s output must exceed for a
connection to be expressed.
11. CPPN Weight Range: The range of weights that the CPPN can assign to the
connections in the substrate. The output of the CPPN will be scaled between these
values.
12. Function Set: The set of functions that the CPPN can choose from when adding a
node.
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Table A.1: Parameter Settings in Experiments
Parameter Food Predator- Room Patrol and
Gathering Prey (All) Clearing Return
Population Size 150 150 150 500
c1 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
c2 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
c3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
ct variable variable variable variable
Add Link Probability 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03
Add Node Probability 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Target # Species 10 to 15 10 to 15 10 to 15 10 to 15
Elitism 20% 20% 20% 20%
Expression Threshold 0.9 0.2 0.2 0.2
CPPN Weight Range -3 to 3 -3 to 3 -3 to 3 -3 to 3
Function Set Gaussian, Gaussian, Gaussian, Gaussian,
Sigmoid, Sigmoid, Sigmoid, Sigmoid,
Sine, Sine, Sine, Sine,
Absolute Value Absolute Value Absolute Value Absolute Value
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